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Wendal and Louise Butts left Paducah Tuesday
morning by plane for St. Louis. After about an
hour layover in St. Louis, they were supposed to
catch an Eastern airlines jet for Miami, arriving in
Miami shortly after noon.
So much for that.
Our daughter Mary Jo (Butts) was listening to
the neon news when the announcement came that
a St.-Louis-to-Miami jet had just been hijacked and
was on its way to Cuba. She idly thought "wouldn't
it be something if Wendal and Louise were on their
way to Cuba", then turned off the news and went
about whatever else silt> was doing.
The thought persisted in her mind, however,
so about an hour later she consulted a little schedule that she and Mike had jotted down about the
probable timetable of his parents. Everything fell
into place: departure time, arrival time and airline.
The tension began to mount.
Hijackings are getting so common these days,
none of the newscasts said a thing about it on the
evening news hour, so that didn't help us.
Around 7: p. m. Mike called their hotel in Miami, and couldn't get either Wendal or Louise, or
his parents Georgia and Paul who had driven down
Sunday and were staying at the same hotel. The excitement really began to get high. As best we could
figure, Wendal and Louise might now be in Cuba,
with Georgia and Paul in a vigil at the Eastern office in Miami waiting for their return.
I put in a call for Jo, who is also in Miami, to
get her moving on the story. If they were in Cuba,
I wanted the story for this issue, and I had 18 hours
to find out and try to get a play-by-play account.
While I was giving Jo all the information we
had, Mike called in to the office on another line: he
had just talked to his parents, and they were safe in
Miami. The other Eastern airlines jet that left St.
Louis at the same time theirs did had made a stop in
Atlanta and THAT was the one that had the hijack•
er aboard.
So that blew the hottest story I would have had
•
for this issue. But it was a close call.
A note to parents whose children were or were
in the animal cruelty episode reported
involved
not
in The News a couple of weeks ago: we have given
all of the publicity to this matter that we care to. I
do not specifically know who was involved nor do I
care to inquire, since they were all minors. I just
hope that parents of the youngsters involved will
deal out their own kind of private punishment in
order to make sure that this sort of thing doesn't
happen again. To parents whose children were
NOT involved: let's forget the whole thing. Printing rebuttals or denials would only make it worse.
Dale Smith and Walt Dunlevy, the member
relations team of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, dropped by the office Tuesday and were intrigued with the large drawing of the proposed
Latin-American Friendship Center we have on display. When informed that it is proposed to build
this giant center at the edge of Fulton, they were
absolutely floored, and their enthusiasm for such an
undertaking knew no bounds.
What,apparently, we don't know down here in
Fulton is that Kentucky is preparing for a gigantic
200th Anniversary celebration in just four years,
and even now is carefully considering a number of
major attractions to be built by that deadline.
"And", say Smith and Dunlevy "this Latin American Friendship Center is seemingly a perfect selection for this area.. . it fits well into every discussion of regional attractions that we have participated in. Fulton would be simply crazy if they let this
opportunity slip."
To those comments let me call your attention to
Jo's story on this page on the same subject, written
while she is looking around Florida these two
weeks.
I have about seven of the cutest puppies you
ever saw, and I would like to give them away to
whoever wants a nice healthy little puppy around
the yard. They are a mixed breed, but should be
fairly small when grown, and make good family
pets and alert watch dogs at night. Phone the News
office if you want one.

45 Spanish Teachers Will
Attend Institute At MSU
and one of eight Spanish
Speaking Spanish for at least 12 summer
-life institutes in the nation. Other Spanhours a day will be the way-of
ish centers will include those at the
for 45 high school language instrucpartici- University of Dayton, Knox Coltors this summer as they
non- lege, and Utah State University.
pate in the varied class and
State
Approximately 500 applications
class activities of Murray
University's third institute for sec- for the 45 openings in the Murray
Spanish.
State institute are expected by the
ondary school teachers of
This ,eight-week professional-de- .April 6 deadline, Dr. Parr said.
-Aug.
16
(June
velopment program
a
WATER MEETING TONITE
8) has been made possible by
$70,824 grant from the U. S. Office
meeting of the Southwestern
Dr.
A
to
according
of Education,
be
James A. Parr, chairman of Mur- Kentucky Water District will
February
ray State's department of modern held tonight (Thursday),
27, at 7:00 o'clock in the Cayce
foreign language.
This will be the only USOE School. Everyone in the district is
language institute in Kentucky this encouraged to attend, if possible,
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Ferry-Mo
High Earnings In Year 1968
Mountain View, Culif.—Earnings holders meeting will be held on
of the Ferry-Morse Seed Company February 25 to vote on a merger
here were at a record high in 1968. offer made by Purex Corporation;
At a meeting of the company di- Ltd. Eddy became the chief exrectors held here today, Chairman ecutive officer of the 113-year old
of the Board and President, Selwyn company in 1964.
Eddy, announced earnings for the
The company has headquarters
1968 fiscal year amounted to offices and plant here; offices and'
$1,107,498.
warehouses in Fulton, Kentucky;
Eddy stated that this was a Anaheim and Modesto, California;
"marked improvement" over the Tampa, Florida: Buffalo, New
1968 figure of $685,242, and the high- York; Memphis. Tennessee; Mcest earnings reported by the com- Allen, Texas; and Phoenix, Arizona.
pany in modern times.
It has production stations in San
"The record 1968 earniugs follow- Juan Bautista, California, and
ed two years of steadily increasing flaz,elton, Idaho.
profit," he added. Earnings per
It also has four research stations
share for 1968 amounted to $3.85. in San Juan Bautista; Columbus.
In 1967 they were $2.39, and in. Wisconsin; Caldwell, Idaho; and
1966 they were $1.44 per share.
Tueson, Arizona:
Eddy reported that on February
7, the company paid a dividend of
$0.50 per share to shareholders of
record on January 24. This was
-equivalent—to--a dividend of $1.00
per share on the basis of 1967 stock,
he explained, due to a 100 percent
stock dividend distributed to shareholders on April 15, 1968.
lie also announced that a shareA&P HEAD VISITS FULTON TUESDAY: R. M. Ruebenstahl (center) regional vice-President and general
manager of the Louisville division of A&P spent Tees 'ay and part of Wednesday in the new Fulton store
f1) Char'es Flynn, manager of the local store,
,
during its official opening. Above photo shows (from !
Ruebenstahl, and Lee Rowlett. district supervisor. Additional photos on pages 8, 9, 10, 11, second section. All
photos by Elmer Stewart.

Obion Countians Will Vote Saturday On .
Magistrates And County-Wide Sales Tax

Meadows Named
Deputy In
16th District

A full-time deputy sheriff was
named this week to the 16th District
of Obion County . . the first time
in modern history that such an office has been provided.
or
a
of
Obion County Sheriff notified
one-half
one percent tax
Two important matters will be, before Obion Coun- willnotbe levied
Howard H. Irwin
county-wide and the magistrate Ralph Puckett Wednestians Saturday as they go th the polls to vote: the selec- money collected, distributed county., day that beginning Saturday, March
Christian Science Lecturer
tion of district magistrates, and the decision as to whe- wide, a spokesman told The News 1st Jesse Meadows will ,become his
full-time deputy in the 16th Disther or not to make the one-half of one percent sales tax this week. •
The vote on such a proposed coun- trict, which includes South Fulton.
matter.
a county-wide
ty sales tax failed last fall, yet the Meadows will be on 24-hour call.
Meadows is 25, a 1961 graduate of
In the Sixteenth district of Obion Jones, both incumbents, and eight city of Union City thereafter put
T. D. Morris, Milton1"ibe question to its own residents and South Fulton bigh school lives on a
County, which includes South Yid- others:
ton and environs, ten seek six mag- Counce, Elmer Mansfield, Tommy passed the tax by a 10-to-1 margin. farm centrally located from South
isterial posts. Five of the magis- Reams, John Reeks, James Hick- The tax became effective in Union Fulton, Harris, Pierce and McContrates will be for the 16th District, man, Harry Bifsigart and George City on January 1st. Those in favor nell,
A reasurring discussion of inan's
of a county-wide tax with it countyaid the sixth a, a "Magistrate at era/Ito-rd.
close and constant relationship to
The sales tax questiera, to be vot- wide benefits point out that some
large."
God will be heard -in Fulton,
Those seeking magisterial posts ed upon by all precincts outside of 70 percent of county sales are made
Thursday, March 6 when Howard
include Ralph Puckett and C. D. Union City. will determine whether in Union City, yet the tax benefits
H. Irwin, C. S., of San Diego, Caliremain within the city limits. A
fornia lectures to% public audience.
county-wide majority in favor of a
John Hunter, son of Mr. and
Mr. Irwin will speak in the
county-wide tax would mean, proMrs. J. R. Hunter of East Drive, Church Edifice. 211 Carr Street. at
ponents say, that Union City would
Fulton, has been elected assistant 8:00 o'clock P. M. under the auhave to share its tax revenues with
sergeant-at-arms of Sigma Chi spices of the First Church of Christ
the rest of the county,
social fraternity at Murray State Scientist, Fulton, Kentucky. AdmisThe polls will be open from 9: University.
sion is free.
a. m. until 5: p. m.
Applications will be taken in
Hunter is a senior social science
Lecturing in three languages —
March and food stamps issuance proof. Income tax returns or rein
miner
military French, Spanish, English—comes
major with a
will begin April 1 in Fulton Coun- cords of farm income, if such apas
Chi
served
Sigma
He
science.
naturally to Mr. Irwin who served
FRATERNITY HEAD
ty.
plies to your household. If you do
social chairman this fall.
with the United States Military InPublic Assistance staff members not have any of the above types of
Elected president of Alpha Gamtelligence in continental Europe
will be in Hickman from 8:30 a. m. income, proof of any cash income ma Rho social fraternity at MurANNUAL BULL SALE
during World War II. After the war,
to 4:30 p. m., March 3 through for all people in the home must be ray State University is Eugene McThe annual sale of performance- he entered the full time public pracMarch 7, and again on March 17 presented.
Morries, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. tested beef bulls will be held March tice of Christian Science healing.
Also, bring along any proof of McMorries of Route 1, Water Val- 14, 1969, at the West Kentucky Ex- He is currently .on tour throughout
through March 21, at the new Public Assistance office, located at the payment of household expenses, ley. He is a senior, majoring in perimental Substation in Princeton, the United States for the Christian
corner of Tennessee and Exchange such as: rent or mortgage, fuel, business and agriculture.
by the Ky. Cattlemen's Association. Science board of lectureship.
water, and lights; receipts for payStreet.
Applications will be taken in the ment of hospital insurance are also
Fulton Public Assistance office necessary.
Sometimes it may take other refrom 8:00 a. m. to 4:30 p. m., March
10 through March 14, and again on cords to complete the applications,
but it saves time for the applicant
March 24 through March 27.
Persons wishing to make appli- to have the above stated informacation for Food Stamps should have tion with him.
come "hooked" on almost any kind of
(by Jo Westpheling)
Beginning April 1, Nicky Forrestwith them the following: pay check
Dateline, Florida — I can't right- leisurely activity, so long as it diverts
stubs or wage statements from er, food stamp worker, will be in
them from the mundane routine of
their employers, Veteran's award the Hickman office on Wednesday ly give any specific location or time
letters, railroad or private pension and Thursday of each week from 8 for this communication to all of you.
fifty of the fifty-two weeks out of the
Fulthe
in
and
m.,
p.
4:30
to
m.
a.
proof or unemployment benefit
year.
ton office ,on Monday and Friday Verily we have been the length and the
of each week from 8 a. m. to 4:30 breath of this vacation State. I marvel
In this state however,it looks very
p. m. to take applications and to
much to me like leisure is the norm,
at the ingenuity and the dedication of
take care of the Food Stamp prothe routine takes far less out of the
these people to create an atmosphere
gram in Fulton County.

Lecture Is
Scheduled
For March 6

Hunter Named To
Fraternity Post

Fulton County Food Stamp
Program Begins In April

What A Pity Local Apathy May Destroy Possibility
Of Friendship Center And Giant Tourist Industry

Bob Graham Is
Named To Head
Red Cross Drive

Jaycees Attend
Board Meeting
In Louisville

Bud Davis, chairman of the Fulton Chapter of the National Red
Cross, has announced the appointment of Bob Graham as 1969 fund
drive chairman.
Ten Fulton Jaycees returned
Mr. Graham, a native of Obion,
Tennessee, is manager of the Ful- from Louisville Sunday, after atton Electric System. He and Mrs. tending the three-day 1969 Winter
Graham reside at 1302 Hillcrest. He Board Meeting of the Kentucky
is a member of the First United Jaycees. Those attending were:
Methodist Churdh, Fulton Lions Randall Jeffress, J. L. Atwill, TomClub, Post No. 72 of the American my Perry, David Pirtle, Glen
Legion, Roberts Lodge AF&AM, Howell, Jerry Jones, Ron Laird,
and president of the Southwest Wayman Smith, Travis Cox and Joe
Johnson; also Joe's wife, Sharon.
Kentucky Shrine Club.
The representatives from Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Graham have one
son, a graduate of the University attended various meetings and
of Arkansas, now living in Texas. forums sponsored by the State orAt a meeting with board mem- ganization, including a Saturday
bers of the Fulton Chapter, Ameri- noon luncheon which featured Lt.
can Red Cross, Mr. Graham an- Gov. Wendell Ford as speaker.
As a result a the trip, the Fulnounced plans for the campaign.
The drive :for funds will be held ton Club will be sponsoring some
the second week in March, begin- new programs in this area soon, as
ning with a kick-off breakfast on well as sponsoring a regional meetMonday morning, March 10, time ing in April.
Members of the club are already
and place to be announced later.
Mr. Graham has named the fol- making plans ot attend the State
Convention, which is being held in
lowing workers:
Paducah in May.
(Continued on Page Eight)

of fun and relaxation, while still building a tourist and residential industry
of gigantic proportions.
While we have maintained our
"residence" in the Pompano and West
Palm Beach areas, we have also driven
down the East Coast to Miami Beach,
Key Biscayne and environs.
It is simply fantastic how, first the
natives, and then the get-rich-quickdevelopers, have taken the sunshine,
the coastline, and a credit-line to lure
the world to their feet; a world bent on
"living it up to the fullest extent" whether on the economy or the luxury
plan.
Because my mission to Florida was
primarily for an hones' to goodness
rest (I did pack a brief case of LatinAmerica Friendship Center data) I
have time to think a lot, observe even
more and then contemplate my find“
ings.
I've known generally, for a long
time, that with'the proper enticements
and inducements the public can be-

lives of these vacationers than out of
the lives of the vacationers that I have
seen in other states, even in other
countries.
Whether by design or accident, to
Mid-westerners, Northerners, Southerners and Easterners, Florida has always had the connotation of sun,
ocean, sun-tan, chic clothes, gay nightlife, horse-racing, dog-racing, Jai-lai,
leisure and luxury, especially at this
time of the year, which the natives
hautily refer to as "the season."
The Florida-image undoubtedly
caught on when plebians (like us) became aware that fun,sun and surf was
a luxury enjoyed only by the very
wealthy, and it still is, as far as I am
concerned. But in this day anci time of
high wages, the ever diminishing
work-week and the super-highways
and economy sky-ways, two vacations
a year (one hot and one cold) is getting
to be part of the great American dream
come true.
(Continued on Page Two)
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IIDOET'S CORNER

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a govertunerbt, I should not hestitate to prefer
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

BUM
He's a little dog, with a stubby tail, and a moth-eaten
coat of tan, and his legs are short, of the wabbly
sort;

What A Pity Local Apathy May Destroy Possibility
Of Friendship Center And Giant Tourist Industry
(Continued From Page One)
It is in this context that I have
been thinking so much of the potential
for a giant new industry that we have
if only we could bring into reality the
dream a few of us have for establishing
the Latin-American Friendship Center
in Fulton.
As I view it, in the frame of mind
of a family, or a group of friends with
two weeks of nothing but fun and leisure at hand, Fulton, Kentucky and
South Fulton, Tennessee could easily,
effortless become another Gatlinburg,
Tennessee, or Silver Springs, or Ocala,
or Hollywood, or Orlando, Florida or
Lookout Mountain or New Orleans, La.
While it is true that the places that
I have mentioned here have water, or
scenery, or year-round sun, or history
and nightlife as INDIVIDUAL characteristics, none of them has ALL OF
THEM, which means that these communities have taken one finite ingredient of their communities and made it
into something so interesting and corn-'
pelling that people have put it on their
"must" lists for things to see in these
United States.
None of the localities mentioned
above, nor any locale anywhere in the
world has the complete, the one allconsuming magnet for the avid, leisure-bent tourist.
But all of them have one thing
that people want and that's why the
average tourist, on the way to the final
destination, will take time off to take
in other sights of interest along the
way. ,
So it could be with our Friendship
Center!
In my mind's eye I can visualize
an inter-state highway traveler, enduring the endless miles of monotonous driving from New Orleans to Chicago, or St. Louis to the Southeast
Coast, or from Washington to the West
Coast, wondering what lies beyond the
vast expanse of Americana not visible
from the highway.
Suddenly the driver and the
traveler alongside him and the couple
or the kids in the back, see a highway
marker that says:
"Be sure to see The Latin-American Friendship Center at the Banana
Capital of America, 40 miles ahead."
Having traveled yourself, on a
vacation, what would your normal reaction be? "Bananas in Kentucky? A
Latin-American Friendship in the
heart of Mid-America? Let's stop and
see what it is!"
As the highway markers continue
to entice the traveler from all directions into our twin cities, and the distance to the object of their interest gets
closer, you can bet your rock bottom
vacation dollar that the folks have decided to (a) stop to see the Center, especially if it is as awe-inspiring as I
envision it;(b) plan to eat a meal there;
(c) plan to spend the night, and get an
early start in the morning for whereever they are headed.
But it's like I said in the beginning . . . with proper promotion and
exposure, the Latin-American Friendship Center, with our communities offering motels, good restaurants, shopSuccessor of various weekly papers in Fulton the
first of which was founded In 1880.
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly Papers.
A member of Itse Kentucky Press Association
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 209
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton,
Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year hi Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Oblon and
Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the
United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Sales Tax.

ping centers, etc., could become a destination point for vacationers the yearround rather than the casual stop-over
point that it might be in the beginning.
It is a mystery to me why our
business community and our civic leaders haven't taken this tremendous opportunity to build a giant industry instead of wasting time, effort and
money on a lot of piddling little prospects that never materialize.
Frankly I think that an industry,
seeking a location, would move on
very fast when they realized that a
community, with the potential that we
have to grow with tourism failed to do
anything about it, as apparently we
are NOT doing with the Frien'dship
Center project.
Since I have been in Florida I have
taken my own timeIn discuss Florida's
giant Inter-Rama project with some
of the natives.
Inter-rama is an activity similar to
our own Friendship Center project. It
is Federally-supported as ours could
be, and State-supported as Governor
Louie Nunn has indicated that ours
could be.
"But," people in the know, here
and elsewhere have told me, "a project like this is no big thing in a Metropolitan area. Florida is the gate-way to
South America. With its large Cuban
population, and it's tourist population
geared to fun and sun, the activity Inter-Rama is lost to the vast hordes of
vacationers who would normally be interested in such a project.
"On the other hand," a knowledgeable person said to me,"your _project, away from all this Latin-American orientation could be something of a
Disneyland for your area."
That's exactly the way I feel about
it too!
Regrettably, as I have said so
many times before, I, personally, as
chairman of the Latin-American
Friendship Center have gone as far as
I can go with the project, alone.
Recently George Collins, of the
firm of Ernst and Ernst, who did the
feasibility study on the project, called
from Washington to ask what had been
done on the matter.
I told him this: 'We are at the
stage now where we have to go out and
interest state, county, local and private
enterprise in the financial aspects of
the matter.
'With encouragement from these
sources, and we know that there will
be, we must file an application for Federal grants available to build and to finance the matter.
"We have no City Manager, or anybody in our municipal government or
our Chamber of Commerce, experienced in the art of filing the forms for
the grants and, certainly I am not.
"We have no money nor has the
Authority been offered any from the
proper sources to hire secretarial help,
make phone calls, or personal calls, to
seek these finance.
"In other words for want of a shoe
a horse is lost."
Most anybody who has viewed the
project, including some right influential people in Frankfort and Washington, can hardly believe that a project
of such giant financial returns to our
community can be apparently, so
apathetically viewed by the leadership
of the community.
Nor can I.
I have furnished the initiative to
bring about the Federal finances for a
feasibility study, whin many people
consider highly favorable.
As an individual, and a private
citizen, interested in the progress and
development of these twin cities, I can
do no more.
I hope you can, or influence others
to take action on the matter.
—JO

al

I doubt if they ever ran;
And he howls at night, while in broad daylight he sleeps
like a bloomin' log,
And he likes the food of the gutter breed; he's a most irregular dog.
I call him Bum, and in total sum he's all thA his name
implies,
For he's just a tramp with a highway stamp that culture cannot disguise;
And his friends, I've found, in the streets abound, be
they urchins or dogs or men;
Yet he sticks to me with a fiendish glee. It is truly beyond my ken.
I talk to him when I'm lonesome-like, and I'm sure that
he understands
When he looks at me so attentively and gently licks my
hands;
Then he rub§ his ftose on my tailored clothes, but I never
say nought thereat,
For the good Lord knows I can buy more clothes, but
never a friend like that!
—W. Dayton Wedgeparth
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By Brenda Rowlett
vitally important book, Washington's boldest reporting team tells
the full, explosive story of the nation's biggest scandal—the misconduct of the men and women who
are sent to the nation's capital to
write America's laws but who all
abuse their power and
-t°1)
' often
PALACE OVTIEALING,
prfi ilaehgeeadby
ofpth
aying their own interthy Clarke. In 1810, the first misose of the American
vss,,ople
sionary doctor ever seen in the e
Orient began administering to the
incredible human needs of India.
WASHINGTON AND VIETNAM,
Even in her own country, Dr. Clara
Swain was a rarity, for in those by Dorothy Dunbar Bromley. In
days only a handful of women were the winter of 1966, the newly form— begrudgingly — admitted to the ed movement that came to be
study of medicine. To the Indians, known as Clergy and Laymen Conboth Brahmin and Muslim whose cerned About Viet Nam felt a great
women were confined in strictest need for a brief, clear and comprepurdah, an unveiled female was a hensive account of the events that
rarity; an American woman who have led up to the present tragic
claimed healing powers was un- situation in Viet Nam. This book
gives a factual picture of what is
heard of.
happening there now.
THE CASE AGAINST CONGRESS, by Drew Pearson. In this 'THE GREAT DUCHESS, by Iris
The taste for books is not cornmen to all. It is a spark latent in
the individual, most often implanted by heredity, kindled by training
or circumstances, and fed and tended by purpose and experience.

I

Musings Frc -n

74 P‘e404el
HALLOWED PLACES

In my years of teaching English
I tried to show my students that
people hallow places, that rarely is
the home of a great man great until he has lived in it. Rarely is there
any great feeling attached to some
place, except by local people, until
some person or event hallows it.
Folklore is forever running into this
sort of thing, for some folk hero
comes into the world in some unlikely place, but it is never regarded as small or insignificant after
his time.
And this is not only true of folklore but is equally true of history.
Who had ever heard of Walden
Pond, except the people of eastern
Massachusetts, until Henry David
Thoreau lived by it and interpreted
it? And what was Gettysburg until
around its small hills was fought
out a severe battle that changed
the course of our history?
In my fairly numerous travels
around the United States, I have
been equally interested in the actual
heroes of our land and the ones
made famous by legend and story
and song. The first time I ever
saw the Mississippi River, I set
down in my diary, with the river in
sight, my visions of what had happened along the very stretch of the
river in front of me: Indians in
their canoes, trappers and voysteamboats,
raftsmen,
ageurs,
Huck and Jim on their raft, the
ironclads of an earlier day that
were turned back right where I was
looking by deadly fire from the
(Continued on Page Seven)

Butler. Sarah Churchill, Duchess of
Barlborough, was one of the great
beauties of the seventeenth century,
and there the dissimilarity with her
descendent, Sir Winston Churchill,
ends. Like Sir Winston, she was the
moving force of her era, the backbone of the last Stuarts as Sir
Winston was the last bulwark of the
Empire. Here.is her story, beautifully recounted by Iris Butler, who
combines in rare fashion the art of
the storyteller with the scholarship
of the true historian.
KNIT AND CROCHET, by Pat
Trexler. Easy to follow, down-toearth advice on knitting and crocheting is Pat Trexler's specialty,
making her nationally syndicated
column "Pat's Pointers" a weekly
highlight for millions of newspaper
readers from coast to coast. From
questions asked her after reading
her column, Pat has selected the
most frequently asked, to answer in
this book. Every knitter, from the
beginning to the most experienced,
should find something of interest
here.

ed at the world around them and
pictured it. The artist selects from
what he sees-adds, subtracts, adjusts, and emphasizes. Understanding what he has done and why he
has done it can add much to the
pleasure we gain from looking at
art.
ARMADILLO IN THE GRASS, by
Shelby Hearon. The world of Clara
Blue—young wife and mother, becoming an artist, finding herself—
will be intimately meaningful to
every woman who is not content
to be merely a link between generations. In contrast to her husband,
a young professor of history who
sees life in terms of problems solved, jobs done, his work published,
Clare responds to the moods, the
colors, the insights, the feelings of
the moment being lived.

KENTUCKY POLITICS, by Malcolm Jewell. Kentuckians have long
prided themselves on their tradition
of colorful and unpredictable Willies, and many of them doubtless
saw in the election of a Republican
governor in 1967—the first to be
elected to that office in twenty-four
LOOKING AT ART, by Alice
years—but another instance of this
Elizabeth Chase. In this unusual
tradition. To the author of this
book a distinguished art historian
study, however, that election porand teacher describes how artists
throughout the centuries have look(Continued on Page Six)

announce the birth of a seven pound, six 'ounce girl,
Nancy Jo, born February 23 in Haws Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. McBride are the parents of a
daughter, Brenda Kay, born February 19 in Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Vincent Route 2, Dukedom,
announce the birth of a six pound, fourteen ounce son,
Robert Allen, born February 21 in Haws Hospital.
February 25, 1949
Mr. and Mrs. James Warren Sublette, Fultcm, anA. G. Baldridge, who was blown out in 1947 and nounce the birth of a nine pound, seven ounce son, Jerry
burned out in 1948, has come back with a beauty of a Mac, born February 22, in the Fulton Hospital.
new store, opening Wednesday at the same stand. The
News, along with every other firm in Fulton, salutes the
An advertisement in THE NEWS states that daily
Baldridge determination and faith in Fulton.
rates are $1.25 and up at the Earle Hotel, Fulton's
finest, newly remodeled, new heating system and free
Rev. Charles L. Houser, for ten years pastor of the parking.
local Church of Christ, during which time the membership of the congregation has grown from 150 to 450, has
In an impressive wedding of simplicity Miss Jauan
resigned to accept a pastorate in Vicksburg, Miss. He Queen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Queen, became
will remain in the city until a successor can be named. the bride of Dave Prather of Union City and Woodland
The News wishes Mr. Houser much success in his en- Mills. The ceremony was solemnized Saturday afterdeavors.
noon, February 19, in the First Methodist Church, with
Rev. W. E. Mischke officiating. Only the immediate
E. E. Williamson, manager of the Browder Milling families were present. The couple will reside in Union
Company and an enthusiastic civic worker, was elected City, where Mr.Prather is employed.
president of the Chamber of Commerce at a dinner
meeting Monday night. He was named president by a
Miss Bessie Jones, daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
newly elected board of directors composed of Ward E. P. Jones of Fulton, and Joe Fly of Fulton were quietJohnson, Dr. R. V. Putnam, Paul Westpheling, Ernest ly married Wednesday, February 16, in Mayfield. Mrs.
Fall, Jr., and Rube McKnight. Russell Pitchford, im- Fly has been employed at Jones Auto Parts Company
mediate past president, automaticaThy- became a mem- fôievetAtyears Mr. Ply is
of -the
•
ber of the board. Ward Johnson was re-elected treasurer Central Railroad. The coupleis at home at 208 Bate&--and Marian Maxfield- was named secretary.
Street.
FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock—

mom.•

Joe Pigue, troop 41, Fulton; Bobby Joe Goodwin,
troop 40, South Fulton; Bill Bone and James Shupe,
troop 99, Fulgham, received scouting's highest honor,
when awarded Eagle badges at the annual appreciation
dinner to Scout workers, held in the Irvin Cobb Hotel in
Paducah last night.

Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt was honored on her birthday
with a lovely rook luncheon, given by her daughter,
Mrs. Hugh Pigue, at their home on FOurth Street. A delicious three-course luncheon was served, after which
games of rook were enjoyed by the following: Mrs. I. H.
Read, Mrs. Dick Bard, Mrs. Ernest Bell, Mrs. L. H. Howard, Mrs. Jim Hutcherson, Mrs. Lynn Taylor and Miss
New Arrivals: Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Jones, of Fulton, Lena McKeen.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Isbell-Meek Nuptials Are
Solemnized In Washington,D. C.

COFFEE CUP CHATTER
—Mrs. Juanita Amonett

ADULT WORK

Miss Reed Whitson Isbell and Mr. John Martin
Meek of Washington D. C. were married on January 31
at 8 p. m. in the chapel of Bolling Air Force Base.
The ceremony was performed by Chaplain A. A.
Maase, U. S. A. F., assisted by the Rev John Wing of St.
John's Episcopal Church, Georgetown. Preceding the
ceremony the bride's cousin, Col. William P. Reed, of
McLean, Va. who is also her godfather, read a favorite
passage of the bride's from the Prophet by Kahlil Giwan.

The bride is the daughter of Brigadier General (ret.) and Mrs.
The bric.its mother is the former
James H. Isbell of Anchorage Alas- Virginia Anne Fleming of Fulton.
ka. Mr. Meek is the son of Mrs. Her maternal grandmother was the
James Burr Meek and the late Mr. late Mrs. Jessie Lee Reed Fleming
Meek of Oklahoma.
of Fulton. Her paternal grandparThe bride, given in marriage by ents were the late Mr. and Mrs.
her father, wore a gown of ivory James Gordon Isbell of Union City.
satin with long court train, both
The bride attended schools at
gown and train appliqued with Chalfont St. Peter, England, Chevy
quipere lace re-embroidered in Chase, Maryland, Mills College in
seed pearls. Her veil a illusion was California and was graduated from
40, oldest cub pack in
AND GOLD BANQUET and 25th anniversary of Fulton Cub Pack
held in place by a medallion of the Smith College, Northhampton, Mass. ANNUAL BLUE
Billie Robertson, Mike Hawks
Right:)
;o
(Left
cafeseria.
School
Fulton
South
in
heirloom
same lace. She carried an
She served on the staff of Senator Four Rivers Council held
handkerchief which had been car- Edward Cannon in Washington and and Donnie Lewis, who amassed the highest number of points in Webelos Den, headed by Mr. Robertson.
wedher
in
ried also by her mother
accomplishments. Donnie Lewis had the
was attive in the presidential
are given or attendance, uniforms, deportment and activity
ding and wore a three-penny bit in campaigns of President Lyndon Points
(Photo by Stewart)
knife.
scout
an of.icial
her shoe. Her bouquet was a cres- Johnson and Vice-President Hubert highest number of points, 299 ,and was awarded
pansies
white
gardenias,
cent of
Humphrey.
and hyacinths.
Mr. Meek was graduated from
Mrs. Harrisou Pendleton Bresee the University of Oklahoma and reII of Orange, Virginia, the bride's ceived his Master's degree in
only attendant, wore a gown of rob- Journalism from Syracuse Univerin's egg blue chiffon with accent sity, Syracuse, N. Y. He served as
of yellow and carried a bouquet of assistant to Chairman John Bailey
of the Democratic National Comdaffodils and yellow acacia.
the
Mrs. Isbell for her daughter's mittee and was coordinator of
wedding chose a floor length gown 1968 Democratic National Convenof pale blue stiff silk with stand- tion in Chicago.
Following the wedding a reception
ing flared collar and wore a jewelwas given by General and Mrs.
ed tiara ornament in her hair.
Mr. Gerald Huard of Washington Isbell at the Watergate Terrace.
a
served Mr. Meek as best man. The For traveling the bride wore
ushers were John Bailey Jr. of geranium red coat with matching
Washington and the bride's bro- dress. After March 1st Mr. and
thers, Thomas Gordon Isbell of An- Mrs. Meek will be at home in Chiof
chorage, Alaska and James Isbell cago where he is vice-president
Jr. of New England College, New the public relations firm of Daniel
J. Edelman.
Hampshire.

Cheryl Underwood Begins
Track Team Practice At MSU

When bonded fabrics came to the
market, they presented many problems. Dry cleaners got complaints
on separation of fabrics which were
bonded together. Problems of puckering, bubbling, and peeling resulted. Manufacturers of bonded fabrics are now setting standards for
performance in bond and wear as
well as performance in washing
and dry cleaning. These standards
can be ekpected to upgrade the
quality of bonded fabrics. These
higher standards may mean the
biggest future for bonded fabrics is
in untapped fields—men's wear,
home furnishings and industrial
goods.
—Catherine C. Thompson

Did it ever occur to you. "You
are what you eat". What you eat
today can greatly influence your
future adult life. The Youth Food
Power Conference being held for
the Purchase Area in April will give
you lots more information about
food and career opportunities in the
food industry: Contact your local
Extension office for additional information.
—Mrs. Dean Roper

WHAT IS MEANT BY MONEY
MANAGEMENT?—lt is plannig, organizing, controlling and evaluating
the use of the family income. Here
are four points in money management: (1) Define your goals—recognize and define goals because
POINTERS ON BUYING A SEW- they set the pattern for spending.
ING MACHINE—Should you buy a What are the family's needs and
new or used machine? Cabinet? wants? Which are of greater imPortable? Zig-Zag? Straight stitch? portance? What does the family
Ask for a demonstration of several want for the future? (2) Family
models. Then take time for your de- should know how much income
cision, balance cost, your needs and they will have or expect. (3) Famimachine performance.
ly may use past records of spend—Mrs. Barletta Wrather
ing as a basis for planning. (4)
Family should plan expenses and
To remove your coat gracefully, savings for the future. Some will
try these steps: Drop your coat ask why have a written record? A
back on your shoulders. Reach be..• written record will reveal whether
hind with your right hand and the family is extravagant, conserpull off the left sleeve. With the vative or a middle of the. road
left hand, reach directly across and spender. Leaks and loopholes are
pull off the right sleeve. Hold the easier to find,
coat at the back of the neck, fold
—Miss Irma Hamilton.
the shoulders together and lay the
arm.
your
coat over
Ranch or clerestory windows can
—Mrs. Maxine Griffin
become incomspicuous if you curtain them simply. Curtains and
DOES YOUR FAMILY ENJOY draperies at these windows are best
LIVER? A good way to introduce it hung to the floor to line up with
to members who do not think they ogler draperies in the room, you
like it is to french fry it. Cut the will need to leave them -closed at
liver in strips as you would for all times and to use an opaque fabfrench fried potatoes.
ric.
—Patricia Everett
—Mrs. Mildred Potts
Graded sizes offer rhythm to a
room. Imagine an all black &
white room with one red wing
chair. Then, add a painting with a
dash of red and a bunch of red
carnations on a table. The eye is
carried around the room through
repetition of the red and through
masses of different size and the
sensation is pleasant.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Frields

-Rev. Robby Copeland filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. Sunday School met at 10,
with the attendance up again over
in
Relays
Indiana
the
Cheryl Underwood, daughter of tending
previous Sundays. The evening
ReDogwood
the
and
on,
of
Bloomingt
worship begins at 6:30 p. m.. folMr. and Mrs. Henry Underwood
in
lowed by sermon by Bro. Cope5021 Wells Avenue, Fulton, has be- lays in Knoxville, Tenn., both
land. This church has reached it's
DUKEDOM NEWS
gun spring practice for Murray April. An outdoor invitational meet
d achievement
Pat Fenwick, Scott Lawrence and Donnie Lewis receive
mrs. Holtman l'.estbroo.,
100th year, having been organized
State University's intercollegiate is also being scheduled with South- Billie Robertson, Brian Welch,
ern Illinois State University.
(Photo by Stewart)
in the year Or1869, his worshiped
women's track team.
awards from Webelos Den.
If the MSU team qualifies, it may
in four different buildings. First,
Miss Underwood is a junior phyregular
the
at
night
Sunday
Last
Walnut Grove, before this
sical education and speech major. go to the National Track Meet
service, Terry Bethel was ordained was
writer remembers; Unity Baptist
She was a member of the MSU sponsored by the Division of Girls'
How
Springs.
Good
at
deacon
a
and Women's Sports in May. Murin our village; Salem
team last year.
thankful we are when young peo- Church
a large frame building.
Plans for the team include at- ray's team won the Kentucky AAII
ple will accept places of responsi- Church,
and now New Salem Baptist. the
bility in the church.
present building and location. Many
Mr. and Mrs. David Straub and pastors, a large membership, with
baby, of Fort Knox, visited over huge congregations, have attended
the week end with grandparents, worship here in the past 100 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Page of Dreswhich is very nutritional in nature,
From the Fl-IS "Kennel"
Mrs. Lottie Cantrell returned
den, Mrs. Bessie Bowden and uncle,
food-wise, for the cow-type animi•I
home, near here, the past Friday
Mrs.
Dukedom.
of
Bowden
Whitsell
the
as
such
When a country
which may be seen grazing in pa,
Jackson ambulance, from the
Straub was the former Wendy Bow- by
United States is handed the oppor- tures of this green foliage which
Baptist Hospital in Memphis. where
den.
disand
enemy
its
4 of the globe? Regarding
1
tunity to meet
covers a /
been under treatment for
Mrs. Geneva Barber has been she has
cuss the terms of a peaceful settle- cows, the grass is very beneficial
the past three weeks for a broken
Jackson
in
hospital
the
from
apmoved
it
War,
Nam
the
Viet
animal
of
the
ment to
in the development
She is doing nicely at the
to Weakley County Hospital at limb.
pears that the U. S. should do her In short, grass is good, food-wise
all present time, which all friends will
surgery
the
stood
She
Martin.
slaughter
the
to
end
an
put
animal.
type
cow
to
best
for the
to hear.
right, but is not improving as was be glad
The Storm
of Americans in South Viet Nam.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter has improvhoped.
Unfortunately the countries involvthe past few days and has
Mr. and Mrs. William Roberts ed over
ed in the Paris Peace Talks seem
under medication of her family
silently wifl it an
They nuo.•
moved to their new home at Duke- been
to find it more enjoyable to squabDr. Wells of Dresden.
dan:e around gaily
invitation. 'f
dom last Wednesday. This is the physician,
ble over the shape, size, and design
She is able to be out some.
for a time before fusing into one
former Effie Winston place.
of the table at which the delegates solid mass. Turning black with imHal Bynum has been indisposed
Mr. and Mrs. Burnis Westbrook,
will be seated.
of chicken pox the
pending rage, the clouds are now
visited with the family from an attack
of
Mayfield,
delegates
the
that
opinion
my
It is
a malady that is
is
It
week.
past
ready to make their music of
as
are
Both
here last Thursday.
to an event of such world-wide im- thunder, lightning, wind, and rain.
in Palmersville Eleprevalent
about
getting
but
well as common,
portance should begin to realize With this ominous prewarning of
School; a number of stucontinues to be more difficult for mentary
that they are not little children blackness, every one seeks shelter.
have had it and others have
dents
Burnis.
playing house while their "make- Once in safety the spectators wait
exposed, causing many abMrs. Thomas Bruce is hospital- been
believe children" are playing "cow- in lothargic moods for the openthe past few weeks.
sentees
and
Hillview
at
the
flu,
with
ized,
Stewart)
(Photo by
Frank Welch.
boys and Indians" or "cops and ing curtain—the falling rain. It
Mrs. Ralph True will arrive this
Cherry receiving membership cards for her den from
Robert
Bruce
rs.
that
Silas
received
was
word
robbers." While these delegates starts slowly and then crescendos
week from Tampa. Fla., for a visit
has flu in the home of his daughenjoy their stay in Paris and thumb to a roar of falling water. Then the
with her in-laws, Mr. and Mrs.
Paducah.
in
ter
through books of furniture designs, great accent—lightning! Following
Grover True, near here. She has
daughter
small
Wiggins,
Sherrie
firing
their country's men are not
spent the winter in Florida and is
the brilliant flash the clouds clash
of Mr. and Mrs. Max Wiggins, fell
blanks at each other. This is no together to send thunder down upon
now on her way to her home in
and
night
Monday
home
at
her
is
war
war game. This dirty little
Missouri.
the ears of the hapless audience.
to
taken
was
She
her
arm.
broke
bleedare
the "real McCoy." Men
The entire community extends
On and on it goes: rain, lightning,
James A. Hart and Hillview Hospital and remained
Mrs.
and
Mr.
dying.
ing and men are
and thunder. Mysteriously the
and pineapple five children have moved into the overnight, but was moved to Padu- profound sympathy to the family of
cookies
party
mints,
FelNazarene
the
of
The Church
Ermest Poyner, whose death ocWhether this so-called peace dele- falling drops slacken, the brilliant
house owned by Mary Swann Bus- cah today for the bones to be set,
was the setting for a punch, were served.
gation sits at a round table, a flashes are dulled, and the thunder lowship Hall
went to curred the past week in Murray
at 108 Third Street.
Roberts
located
Roy
James
hart,
Mrs.
honor
in
given
shower,
illness.
square table, a pink or purple smooths to distant rumbles. As household
The final hour was spent opening
is the daughter of Mr. Memphis Tuesday for a regular Hospital, after a lingering
of Linda Carol Crider and James the many lovely and useful gifts, Mrs. Hart
The deceased is survived by his
table, will not alter any decisions depart.
Lawson Roper.
Mrs.
and
check-up.
February
night,
Friday
Faulkner
companion, a sister, several halfwhich were displayed for all to see.
that will be made. It is disgusting- silently they come, likewisedo they
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Linda Crider, Bride-Elect,
Is Feted With Church Shower

Harts Will Live
Here Until June
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"GE" Makes Electric Living Easy and Convenient
The name of today's game is "living",
and General Electric makes it easier—
electrically—by adding the ingredients of
convenience, dependability and style in
elegant kitchen and laundry appliances
for today's homemaker.
General Electric planning includes
color scheming, color coordination for
your home decor; efficiency for time-saving and step-saving, yet designed to provide the greatest possible overall living
ease.
Let Fulton Hardware and Furniture
Company show you pictures of beautiful
General Electric coordinated kitchens
and utility areas including washers and
dryers... and then make your dream begin to come true by adding one appliance
at a time until you have completed the
whole layout. Or, Fulton Hardware will
install it as a package unit.

You can purchase your

NEW APPLIANCE
and)pay cash for it
by getting a

LOAN

If you want to keep up with the times . .. just keep up with "Ger eral Electric"
.. . the pacemaker for tomorrow's modern living.
An example of today's outstanding value in General Electric appliances is this
high speed electric dryer, pictured. This modern homemaker assistant offers
three heat selections, a permanent-press cycle with "cooldown", fluff setting,easyto-see and clean lint trap and has a porcelain top and clothes drum. And the price
. . . a bargain! See your General Electric dealer today!

from us.
• •
Enjoy the convenience of a modern electric
appliance while you pay for it on easy payments.
We will be happy to discuss this (or any other financing) you might like to consider.

Hotpoint - Philco - Maytag
Famous Appliance Names found in Fulion at

BENNETT ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
"SALES AND SERVICE"
319-25 Walnut St.

Phone 472-3763

WHIRLPOOL
Ranges, Refrigerators, Washers, Dryers Freezers
and Air Conditioners

G & N FURNITURE DISCOUNT
eV& Kentucky Ayes.

472-1012

KENMORE and COLDSPOT
Two famous appliance names found only at

SEARS ROEBUCK & COMPANY

* fa*

Broadway Street,

South Fulton

479-1420
"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"

4e1fL*

WIZARD

*
CRANI
ERIT*
*4
"

Ranges - Refrigerators - Washers, Dryers
and Hot Water Heaters

City Nafional Bank

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
Lake Street

MEMBER F. D. I. C.

Fulton

472-1774

1969 FRIGIDAIRE
MOBILE DISHWASHER
HAS HOT WATER
WASH FOR CLEANER
DISHES
• Provides a single or double wash at 1500 temperature. Gets dishes really clean in water hotter
than your hands can stand.
• Fold back top rack lets your quickly reach lower
rack. Pin-type rack design allows flexible loading.
• Exclusive Super.
Surge Washing Action cleans clean,
dries dry without
pre-rinsing...
reaches everywhere inside tub.
• Cherrywood color
Panelyte top makes
available handy extra work space.
Counterbalanced
lid opens easily.

When you need hot water,it's there with a quick-recovery
electric water heater.
Completely automatic — without worry or bother.
Your flameless electric water heater keeps plenty of hot
water on tap for your whole family ...24 hours a day.
Kitchen work ...cleaning ...laundry.
...and dozens of
other daily chores go faster with a quick-recovery electric
water heater. There's always enough hot water to go
around.
And with our low electric rates, heating water electrically is an everyday bargain.
aumitunimnimumutuninuttowunimmuffinimummimuliminimiwommuuntowitominmummitinarnistimminteimio
IO
L

Small
Monthly
Payments
Model DW CDTN, 2 colors & while.
See This and the rest of the complete line of
-FRIGIDAIRE appliances at

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
303 Walnut

472-3791
mis

ME111

Your "BankAmeriCard" Welcome Here!

Fulton Electric System
MAIN STREET

PHONE 472-1362

SALES PROMOTIONAL BONUS PROGRAM
Electric Range $15.00 Water Heater $15.00
Clothes Dryer $15.00 Dishwasher $10.00

Model DE-516U

Low
Price!

$ 99.95

\I
New
General
Electric
Top Load
Portable
Dishwasher

Model
SP099E

•Vigorous 1-Level
Washing Action
•Waist High Control
Dial
•"Handles-up" Silverware Basket

$118.88

The above bonus will be applied from February 1, 1969, to
March 31, 1969, under the following provisions:
It shall be installed on the Fulton Electric System.
It shall be inspected by the Fulton Electric System after installation.
The customer will present a sales slip from the participating
local merchant at Fulton Electric System office no later than March
31, 1969.

The complete line of GENERAL
ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES is carried in Fulton
— AT —

FULTON HDWE & FURNITURE CO.
208 Lake Street
472-1101
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Westvaco Company To Establish
Papermaking Plant In Brazil

0.
3

ers

Rigesa, Ltda., a subsidiary of
West Virginia Pulp and Paper
completed engineerCompany,
ing studs for a new Linerboard
mill and expansion of a corrugated
container plant in Brazil to cost an
estimated $20 million, it was announced today by David L. Luke
III, Westvaco president.
Preliminary site preparation is
expected to begin early in 1969. The
new papermaking facility will be
located on the Negro River at Tres
Barras in the State of Santa Catarina in southern Brazil. The box
plant to be expanded is in Valinhos,
Sao Paulo, the location of an existing linerboard mill operated by
the Brazilian company.
Mr. Luke said the new inill would
be designed for a capacity of 200
tons of (craft linerboard per day
and laid out to accommodate future
expansion. The new facility will be
fully integrated with a pulp mill,
chemical recovery, lime burner and
power generator.
Because reserves of native Parana
are
rapidly diminishing
pine
throughout Brazil, Rigesa has invested nearly $3 million over a

S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, So•rth Fulton
Phone 479-1864

Mr. Luke said the first phase of
expansion of the Rigesa container
plant at Valinhos had been started
and that the second phase would begin in mid-1969. When the expansion is completed, the Valinhos box
plant will be one of the largest corrugated container plants in the
world, capable of producing 110
million square feet of corrugated
products a month. The box plant
presently is supplied by Rigesa's
existing mill in Valinhos and until
the new mill at Tres Barras is on
stream, its linerboard requirements will be supplemented by
shipments from Westvaco's Charleston, S. C., mill. Plans are being
made to install a complete line of
manufacturing
bag
rnultiwall
equipment at Valinhos.

Is Your Farm In Need of
Additional Capital To Increase Net Farm Income?

The audience sits patiently awai'ing what has promised to be a performance they will never forget.
Suddenly the sound of a thundering
drum breaks the silence and an onslaught of laughing, screaming
teenagers come crashing down the
aisles as they quickly maneuver
themselves onto the stage. The
drums, laughter, and lights reach a
ettrilaX and then the teenagers deliver their message - "Up With
People" - with music composed for
and by the you'_h who believes in
his country and people in general.
Throughout the United States,
audiences are being introduced to
the many "Sing-Out" groups composing the national ';1.1p With People" program, and Fulton High
students are no exception. Along
with students from South Fulton
and Martin, Tennessee, numerous
Fulton students have formed this
area's Sing-Out group, "Sing-Out
Express."
THE SING-OUT EXPRESS is
very fortunate to have two very
helpful adults. Mrs. Charles Walker, Sr. serves as director and Mr.
ICimbel Coburn assists the group's
band. The members of Sing-Out
Express meet each Thursday night

FAIREST OF THE FAIR—Miss Kathleen Anderson,
Alexandria, has been chosen Miss County Fair of
Kentucky. The 22-year-old blonde won the 1969 title
over 54 other contestants in the last Session of the
Kentucky Association. of Fairs and Horse Shows Inc.

War Widows Eligible For Benefits
To Finance Homes And Education

One of the fastest moving trends in agriculture
is the use of capital to increase volume of business
per farm.
A recent study made by farm management
specialists for the-University of Kentucky of a pilot
farm in this area showed that additional capital
could increase annual net farm income by 20 percent of the additional capital invested. If your farm
is lacking this capital - you may be lacking in net
farm income.
This capital may be obtained through a short or
intermediate - term loan from the Jackson Purchase PCA.

possible VA benefits .should wri'
call or visit the Veterans Admin
tration Regional Office, 1405 We
Broadway, Louisville. Kentuc:
40201. Telephone number is 5t
582-5811.

e'N's

iee

VA-guaranteed G. I. home loans.
This eligibility expires July 25,
1970, for World War II widows,
with widows of Korean Conflict
veterans having until Jan. 31, 1975,
to use their entitlement. Generally,
widows of Post-Korean service veterans have 20 years from the date
of their husband's death or discharge from service to obtain loans.

_

The VA will guarantee 60 percent
—up to a maximum of $12,500—of
the loan obtained by the widow.
Long term mortgages (up to 30
years) and little or no down payments remain the principal advantages of G. I. loans.

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit
Association

The VA also listed some other
benefits of particular interest to
women:

WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 653-5161

Dependency and Indemnity Compensation: Monthly payments for
widows and children of men who
died in service or as the result of

Insist on
REAL
Dairy ProductsZ
Milk...Butter
Cheese...Evaporated Milk 11100.

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

S

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

••••••••••

ITS SO EASY TO

STOP AND SHOP
AT

FIVE -10- ONE
FULTON, KY.

SUPPORT

featuring

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW

MAYFIELD HIWAY

i; paid to childrea
level
(under 23) of veterans who died or
svere nerinaaently and totally dis:aided as the result of military service,
Women who hose questions alyiut

Unremarried widows of veterans
who served in World War II, the
Korean Conflict, or in the PostKorean period (since Jan. 31, 1955)
and who died in service or as the
result of service are eligible for

PCA LOANS

co

These spirited youths are helping to give all of America's teenagers
good name.

in the Methodist Church and enjoy erous details which must be takt
a very lively and rousing practice care of before there is a perfore
ance. This group, has been world'
session.
hard for several months and is a
The members .soon find that Sinq- complishing more. than a "go(
Out is not just singing. There are sound."
These kids have been place"!
busianca matters, cos'urne designs,
equipment, light
selection of music and other num- charge of a iund
s t kg e
arrangements, engag
ments, fmantes, ticket sales .
other words - they run the wha
Show. Ask any of them; they Ii!
what they're doing!
SOME OF THE MUSIC WILL B
"Up With People." "The Star Spa
pled Banner." "The Ride of Pa
Revere." "Gee, I'm Looking Ft
ward to the Future," "Which WI
America?," "What Color Is Got
Skin?" and "Sing-Out Express." I
the music expresses the positive a
titude which this group stands it
Plans are underway to appear
such places as South Fulton, Unit
i.y. Obion County Central, Pad
cah Tilghman, and numerous 0th
area htgh schools. Also shows f
tile Lions and Rotary Clubs, and
performance in Fort Campbell mz,
be somewhere in the near future.
This is iust a preview of cornii
Steve Erickson and Bob Nanney help to set un beore a practice at th ..11rilcti.,ni. All signs read "GO" .s
i win Ci'ies, get ready, because t
Methodist Church,
Sir g-Out Express is on the move.

service.
Payment is generally $120 a
month plus 12 percent of the monthly basic pay now being received by
a serviceman vs hose rank and years
of service are the same as those of
The education benefits are also the deecased serviceman. Miniavailable to wives of veterans who mum payment is $133 a month.
are permanently and totally disDeath Pensions: Monthly payabled as the result of military ser- ment for uaremarried widows and
vice.
minor children of veterans whose
deaths were not related to miiltary
Under a aew law which went into
service. The amount of the pension
effect Dec. 1, 1968, the widow of a
is keyed to income.
era! expenses:*
man who died and the wife of a
veteran who was permanently and
Reimbursement of Burial ExChildren's Education: In addition
tolally disabled as the result of penses: Payment not to exceed $250
military service is entitled to 36 may be made within two years to to education benefits for qualified
months of educational assistance the widow, undertaker, or any other wives and winows ,an allowance of
from the VA,
person who bore a veteran's fun- $130 a month for full-time college

A reminder that war widows are
eligible for G. 1. Bill4ype education
and home loan benefits was issued
today by the Veterans Administration.

An allowance of $130 a month is
paid for full-time training with
lesser sums paid for part-time
training.

Hickman, Ky.
Phone 236-250e
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.

"Up With People," Says Sing-Out Express
(From The FHS Kennel)

period of 13 years to develop the
timber resources needed to supply
the new mill. The company now
owns more than 60,000 acres in the
vicinity of the new mill site, a third
of which has been planted in loblolly and slash pine species from
this country. The company is continuing to buy additional acreage
and is establishing new plantations
at the rate of 5,000 acres annually
to support future expansion of the
mill. Rigesa's planting program is
supported by its own nursery in
Santa Catarina, capable of producing more than six million loblolly
and slash pine seedlings a year.

An affiliate of West Virginia Pulp
and Paper Company since 1933,
Rigesa, Lila., presently supplies
about one quarter of Brazil's corrugated container requirements.
The company employs more than
1,040 persons, including 200 in its
forest operations in Santa Catarina.

—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
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"Swedish
Surprise
Croquettes"
2 teaspoons minced onion
3 tablespoons butter
1 teaspoon salt
cup regular all-purpose flour
Vs teaspoon dill weed
1 cup milk
Dash of pepper
2 cups cooked elbow macaroni 1Vi cups corn flake crumbs
2 eggs, slightly beaten
2 cups coltage.cheese, drained
a saucepan melt butter; blend in flour. Remove from heat: Brach,lY add milk. Return to heat and cook, stliring constantly, until
r,1Txture thickens. Reduce heat and cook an additional 2 minutes.
Cool slightly. Meanwhile, combine macaroni, cottage cherve, onion,
.,,It, dill weed and pepper. Add white sauce and toss to blend thor-,ghly. Chill for ease in handling. Shape mixture into 12 croquettes;
II in crumbs, dip in egg and roll again in crumbs. fry 3 croquettes
a time in deep fat fryer preheated to 375 degrees 1-2 minutes or
until golden brown. Place in preheated 350 degree oven 10-15 mln,les. Serve 2 per serving.
si•i-ve with "Sauce Gloria" (made with evaporated milk), butte', I
-3'm fRessing; and-Meese
irreen beans' a tossed salad with tout U.

t
'

is

FULTON COUNTY'S
$300,000 DAIRY INDUSTRY
FREE from
AMERICAN
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
OF KENTUCKY

MAIL TO:
American Dairy Assn. of Ky.
3412 Rowena Road,
Louisville, Ky. 40218

Enclosed are three real dairy product labels. Send
free recipe booklet of the month.(ANY REAL DAIRY
PRODUCT LABEL WILL BE ACCEPTED.)
Name

Address
City
State

Zip Code______
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CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarke Bondurant
We extend sympathy to the
family of James W. Ammons, who
passed away suddenly two weeks
ago. He had many friends here
who will miss him.
Mr. and Mrs. Donny Piercy, of
Union City, spent Saturday with
his grandmother, Mrs. Bessie Allen.
Mrs. Felix Vaughn and son, of
Fulgham, were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gadberry and
Freddie.
Miss Clarice Bondurant was Sunday dinner guest of Mrs. Lou Bondurant and Camille.
We are sorry to report that Lewis
Scearce is a patient in the Fulton
Hospital.
We are glad Mack Scearce, who
was a patient in Hilview Hospital, is
able to be back at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gadberry were
l'hursday evening guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Prentiss Simmons in Hickman.
Mrs. Roy Cruce, Mrs. Chester
Wade and Mrs. Montez Oliver
if Fulton, spent the week end
,n Memphis with Mrs. Ethel Oliver
and Miss Lynette Oliver.
Scott Ammons, of Murray, spent
:he week end with his grandmother, Mrs. Jim Ammons. Dr. and
Mrs,Roy. Amnions also visited with
her Sunday and returned him home.
We are sorry Rubin Pruett, of
near here, is in the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan are
visiting him often.
The birthday club met Frdiay
with Mrs. Sam Austin. A nice crowd
was present to wish her a happy
birthday. A nice pot-luck dinner
was served at noon, after which she
opened her many nice gifts. Everyone left, wishing her many more
happy birthdays.

Subscribe To The News
RELIEF OR NO COST

_
ULCERS
STOMACH
POOR DIGESTION
HEARTBURN
DUE TO EXCESS ACID

Symptoms of Distress Arising From

-h.Over 10 Million Packages of
WILLARD'S TABLETS have been sold.
Willard's hello neutralize excess acid, which
is one of the chief causes of stomach distress.
and is designed to place a temporary coating over the irritated surfaces of the stomach. This coating helps protect these irri•
tared areas from excess acid in the process of digestion.

Spedal 15-Day No-Risk Trial Offer.
At the end of fifteen days, unless you are
thoroughly convinced and satisfied, the full
purchase price will be refunded to you.

Southside Drug

Adams, Lohaus, and S7a1es Are Honored As
"Outstanding Teenagers" Of Class 01 1969
From Kw FHS "Kennel"
Each year the faculty chooses
those seniors whose academic records and extra-curricular activities are exceptional. This year
Stanley Scales, Dennis Lohaus, and
Rita Adams were chosen as Outstanding Teenagers of America.

plays tennis and attends the Smith
Street Church of Christ.
Rita Adams has been a state
representative to the FHA meeting
and has her Junior and Chapter degrees in FHA. She received the
American Legion Award in the

eighth grade and is secretary of her
class.
1'1.-e students are to be congratulated for the outstanding achievements which prompted the awards
as Outstanding Teenagers of America.

Dennis Lohaus has won 1st place
with projects in Murray for the last
four years. He has three first
places in state competition; mechanical
drawing, architectural
drawing and a tea wagon which he
made in shop. Dennis was chosen
Outstanding Senior in Industrial
Arts and captain of his football
team. He is Class Personality in the
Senior Superlatives. He also plays
the guitar and is umpire for the
Twin Cities Athletic Department in
the summer.
Stanley Scates was elected as cocaptain of the football team and as
Mr. FHS in the Senior Superlatives.
This year he is Public Relations officer and vice-president of the Future Teachers of America. He is
now working for Taylor Chevrolet
This dynamic trio has been selected to represent Fulton High in the Outand works for Scates Tire sgrvice
in the summer. He golfs, swims, standing Teenagers of America contest.

— PIERCE STATION

Letters To Editor
We would like to express our
sincere thanks to all those who
worked in the cafeteria, donated
fad or cash, sold tickets, purchased
tickets or helped in any way to
make our barbecue supper a great
success on February 21. We would
also like to thank the South Fulton School for the use of the cafeteria, the radio station and the
newspapers for the publicity we received. Everything was greats appreciated. Over 500 were served at
the supper. All' proceeds will be
used for the new church building
which is to be constructed on
Orchard Drive in South Fulton.
Thanks to the many people of
the Twin Cities and other communities who have given us your
help in establishing this church.
All your prayers, good wishes and
donations have given us the added
strength to carry on this great undertakeig.

By Mrs. Charles Lowe

OBION COUNTY

Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Ferguson
and children of Irving, Texas, and
Joy Royce Lowe, also of Irving,
came in Saturday morning to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe. Joe
Royce and Frankie went back Sunday, but Jane and the children remained for a week's visit. Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Ferguson, of Troy, spent
Sunday afternoon with them here.
Mr. and Mrs. Carmaek Anderson, of Dresdenolind Mrs. Nelson
Tripp, of Fulton, Allied this writer
Sunday afternoon. I'm at home
since last Thursday, after three
weeks in the hospital and several
weeks in the home of my son,
Jack, and his wife.
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham and
daughter. Pam, of Paducah, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem one day
last week.
Bobby Polsgrove and Billie Stem
went to Halls, Term., last Sunday.
Mrs. Billie Stern's daughter, Donna, of Paducah, spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Stem.

Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.

We extend to you a special invitation to attend any or all services
at South Fulton Methodist on Broadway. Rev. A. Glenn Kesterson is
The News takes pleasure in wishthe pastor of South Fulton Methodist Church.
ing "Happy Birthday" to the following friends:
February 28: Lynn Andrews, Lynn
Jetton, Mrs. Paul Long, Mrs. Leslie Weaks; March 1: Mary Arnold;
March 2: Mrs. Johnny Holland,
Johnny Powell; March 3: Daniel
Gene Puckett, Ronny Taylor;
March 4: Kate Bowlin, Mary
Elizabeth Mitchell, Janet Taylor;
March 5: Mrs. F. K. Alexander,
Mrs. K. M. Winston; March 6:
Elvis Babb. James T. Young.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

"Really. I've tried just about every Bourbon there is.
But this one seems to have more taste. What is it, Jim?"
111 1

illtItt

The answer is
Yellowstone.
When guests arrive, make sure
Yellowstone's on hand.
No other Bourbon comes through
as spirited in mixed drinks or as smooth
over the rocks.
The reason? Yellowstone is the
only Bourbon in the World smoothed
by the Mellow-Mash*process.
It gives Yellowstone a taste that's
noticeably smoother. A taste no
other Bourbon can match.
_e_artyti me, anytime, the.amweris_
Yellowstone. No question about

Ro PROOF
$A85
I $155
1 4/5 Ql.
1 1/2,1.

Kentucky's-W.1 Selling Bourbon.
too Proof Bottled-in-Bond &90ProOf.

S OY. D. Co.

•

ORCHARD CLINIC—TOMORROW
Spraying and Pruning of fruit
trees will be the main topics for
discussion and demonstration tomorrow at a fruit tree clinic in the
Luther Kendall Orchard beginning
at 9:00 a. m. near Shaw Town. The
Kendall Orchard is located on Possum Trot Road between Hornbeak
and Dixie. Dr. Don Williams and
John Clark, Horthiculturists, with
the University of Tennessee Agriculture Extension Service, will lead
the discussions.
The Kendall family are long
time growers of apples and peaches. If you want to visit a busy farm,
you'll need to visit the Kendall
Orchard where this time of the
year you will find Mr. Luther Kendall and his two sons Ted and Donnie working every possible day during the winter months prunning
their 100 acre of apples and peach
trees. They have already sprayed
their fruit trees with the dormant
sprays and before harvest time will
have sprayed all the trees between
10 and 15 time's.
Most Obion County people do not
realize that Obion County has more
apples and peach trees than any
other county in Tennessee and is
the leading tree fruit producing
county in Tennessee. About 900
acres in Obion County is devoted to
the production of apples and peaches. Horticulturists have told us that
the hill area between Union City
and Reelfoot Lake may be the
most ideal fruit growing area in
Tennessee.
LOUSY CATTLE
During the past few weeks we
have observed more lice on beef
cattle than we have observed in the
past few years. If beef cattle producers will spray and control the
lice they will be amazed at how
much more efficient production
they will be able to secure from
their cattle.
On the first warm day spray the
cattle with one of the following insecticides:
Methoxychlor, Taxaphene, Co-Rat, Malathion, Delnav,
or Lindane. Dairy cattle will have
to be sprayed with insecticides such
as: Rotenone, Pyrethrins or Ciodria.
LATTUS ANGUS SALE NEXT
TUESDAY
Mr. C. A. Lattus and his farm
manager Lewis Turner are busy
getting ready for the Lattus Angus
Cattle that will be held at the Farm
near Woodland Mills next Tuesday,
March 4. Included in the sale will
be 10 bulls, 24 open heifers, 24
bred heifers and 7 young cows.
FARM MANAGEMENT SCHOOL
ENDS NEXT TUESDAY
The last session of the 1969 Obion
County Farm Management School
will be held next Tuesday night,
March 4 at Obion County Central
High School. Mr. Joe Burns, U. T.
Agronomist, will lead the discussion
on Forage Production, Corn Production, and No-Till Corn. 99 Obion
County Farmers have participated
in the Farm Management School
this year.

FARM DATES TO REMEMBERt—
March 4 - Corn Production Meeting - Obion Central High School.
March 4 - Lattus Angus Sale Woodland Mills.
March 6 - Dairy meeting - Farm
Bureau Hall.
March 7 - Obion County Angus
Sale - Lattus Farm.
March 18. Feeder Pig Sale - Lexington.
March 20 • Feeder Pig Sale Dresden

— ROUTE THREE
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Mrs. Aline Williams

wedding anniversary. It was estiCHESTNUT GLADE
mated that 'between 150 and 200 atMrs. 'Murgeon Cannon is in the tended this wonderful affair. I know
By Mn. Harvey Vaughan
Fulton Hospital at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Cannon visit- Mrs. Yates are thankful that you all
Spring is apparently just around
ed Mr. and Mrs. Newman Croft a took time out to go by.
the corner and a few early gardenwhile Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams ers have planted English peas. All
Carlyle Cruise, of Pilot Oak, is
visited with Mrs. Martha Lou Kin- gardeners are busily making winback in the Baptist Hospital at
ter gardens by studying the interdred Sunday evening.
Memphis, with his back.
esting and beautiful garden cataWe wish to extend our sympathy logs that are arrviing.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Coffman
were surprised Friday evening with to the family of Clifton Williams,
Cecil Barber, who had surgery in
a house-warming shower and re- in the loss of their dad and husthe Ear and Eye Hospital at Memhost
band.
Mr.
Williams
leaves
a
ceived several useful gifts. Those
phis last Monday, returned home on
present were: Mr. and Mrs. John of friends in the Water Valley com- Wednesday and is reported to be
lived
several
munity,
where
he
had
Colley, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Cleimproving nicely.
ment and son, Mr. and Mrs. James years of his life. He was a member
Best wishes for a speedy recovery
Haygood, Mr. and Mrs. Emmett of the Church of Christ in Water
to Mrs. Jim Burke, who is a patiValley.
Caldwell, Mr. and Mrs. Thurman
ent in the Fulton Hospital.
Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Dail Phillips,
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cummings
Mr. and Mrs. Newman Croft, Mr.
and Sabrina, from Lexington, Ky..
and Mrs. Herbert Butler, Mr. and LIBRARY CORNER—
spent the week end with Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Cannon, Mr. and Mrs.
(Continued from page Tw-)
Mrs. Ches Morrison and Mr. and
Everett Williams, Mrs. Versie CanMrs. Bennie Cummings.
non, Mrs. Lissie Forester and Mrs. tends a significant trend for the
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Jones and
Carolyn Coffman. Coffee and cake Commonwealth's political structure,
Randy, from Slidell, La., left for
were served by Mrs. Carolyn Coff- and here they offer a much-needed
their home Monday. Their Christ.
man, Mrs. Peggy Clement and Mrs. description and analysis of recent
mas vacation was extended until
James Haygood. Everyone had an Kentucky politics.
this time, due to him having a
enjoyable evening.
broken arm, in a cast until a few
PAPER FACES, by Michael Gra- days ago.
Mrs. Leonra Jones has been
moved from Fulton Hospital to ter. How many times has every
Mike Wright left Sunday for San
Obion County General Hospital in child wished to be some other per- Diego, Calif., where he expects to
Union City. Her room number is son or thing? This book shows how be in the navy school there several
266. I'm sure she will appreciate masks may be created using little weeks.
cards from her neighbors and more than bits of paper, string,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
cardboard and crayons, but with ex- took Mrs. Van Brann to her home
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody visit- pert flair the author demonstrates in Memphis last Tuesday, after she
ed Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mydell how each mask may become for spent the week end with them, and
the child a unique opportunity to spent the night with her.
Thursday evening.
express through his handiwork his
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan is subMr. and Mrs. John P. Jones and
personal impression of the people stituting for Miss Joy Lampkin at
Dana, of Paducah, spent the week he sees
around him.
Martin Elementary School, due to
end in Fulton, visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Lampkin's mother passing
Eddie Bushart.
away.
The One and All Club met WedSNAPSHOT
nesday at the club house and quiltThe photographer had just taken
ed a quilt and cut pieces for anALUMNI SECRETARY
other. There were six visitors there. a picture of an old gentleman on
Sherman Walker. son of Mr. and
A hig lunch was served at noon, the latter's 98th birthday. He thank- Mrs. S. J. Walker of Route 1, Fuland all enjoyed visiting and work- ed the oldster, saying, "I hope to ton, has been elected alumni secreing together.
be around to take your picture tary of Alpha Gamma Rho social
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins had when you're 100."
fraternity at Murray State Univeropen house Sunday, honoring Mr. "Why not?" the old man replied. sity. He is a junior, majoring in
and Mrs. Carl Yates on their 50th "You look pretty healthy."
agriculture.

VOTE FOR HENRY MADDOX
For State Representative Of
Carlisle, Hickman, Ballard and
Fulton Counties.
We are sure MR. FARMER you know that Bill No.84 which exempts new farm machinery from the sale and use tax was passed in
the 1968 session of the Legislature.
Industrial and processing plants have always been exempted
from the sales tax on their machinery. Why should not a FARMER
have the same privilege? As an example—a few years ago the Dairy
Farmer who sold Grade A Milk was compelled to change to a bulk
plant for his milk. The change cost several thousand dollars for the
new machinery and he paid sales tax on the new machinery. When
this milk went into the processing plant the machinery there had
been purchased tax exempted. This is the kind of Legislation that
HENRY MADDOX went to work for and did something about it so
the Farmer would have an even break. Such legislation as this does
not just happen, you have to have a legislator with experience and
know how to get the job done.
HENRY MADDOX and other legislators have promoted their
interest in the farmer and farm problems in Kentucky.Being a farmer himself he knows the farmer is the backbone of the nation. We the
Implement Dealers know that agriculture is our largest industry.
Your town is just as good as your farmers and farm land surrounding it. Have you ever considered who the farmer supports? He supports our machinery dealers, grocers, clothiers, hardware dealers,
electrical dealers, plumbers, building suppliers, grain dealers, fertilizer dealers car and truck dealers and every b,usiness man in our
town. Ask your local banker if they would like to do without the income from the Farmer and consider the amount of money that an
average farmer spends in your county and town in a year from his
farm operation. Yes, we are for other industry but lets not forget the
hand that feeds us, the hand of the Farmer.
We, the Implement Dealers and Friends of Representative
Henry Maddox say he has worked for us, so it is time for us to work
for him to see that he is re-elected on May 27th.
Henry Maddox is a business man not a spectacular official but
his judgment is sound and his experience as a legislator should not
be overlooked.

RE-E4CT --- HENRY MADDOX
As Your State Representative
(Paid for by Implement Dealers and Friends of Henry Maddox
H. R. Goulder, Fulton, Ky. Chairman)
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Rotary Tabs Homra As Delegate
To Institute On World Affairs
School and Bill Bard from South
Fulton were selected to attend the
23rd Annual World Affairs Institute
in Cincinati, Ohio.
The Institute, a three day seminar
on current world issues, has been
held annually since 1946 in the
Cincinanti Hilton Hotel. The International Rotary Club sponsored Institute has an attendance of over
500 interested young people a year.
Last year's institute had delegates
from eight states and 10 foreign
countries.
The selections of the delegates
were based upon speech presented
to the Rotary Club during the February meeting. Kim Homra talked
about World Communism and the
steps we would have to take to relieve world tension. Jamie Pawlukiewicz presented a speech on how
the youth of today should be interested in the world situation. Bill
Bard's topic was Leadership in the
Community. The other South Fulton
delegate, Johnny McGuire, talked
on the honor of serving one's counKim Homra
try.
The boys were treated to lunch
From The FHS "KENNEL"
at the Park Terrace Restaurant, alIn the February meeting of the lowed to present their speeches, and
Fulton-South Fulton Rotary Club, then asked to return to school while
Kim Homra from Fulton 'High the club made it decision.

• PILOT OAK
By Mrs. 0. F. TaylAr
We enjoyed the sunshine last
week, but we haven't had a pretty
week in a long time.
Mrs. Jane Walker and daughter,
Peggy Carol, of Mayfield, and Mrs.
Margaret Pankey visited Me. and
Mrs. Revel Moody, of near Water
Valley, one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ros-oe Williams
were Wednesday night guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
House, and aunt, Mrs. Ruth Weems,
of Route 2, Dukedom. Mr. and
Mrs. Trenton Rickman were afternoon guests.
Mrs. Ruth Crittenden spent Wednesday night and par: of Thursday
with her granddaughter and husband. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Gilbert,
of Water Valley.
Mrs. Otis LeCornu is home from
the hospital and feeling much better. Mrs. Lekie Floyd visited her for
a while Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates are
spending a few days visiting their
daughter and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. B. G. Lowry.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Yates, of
near Water Valley, were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry one afternoon last week.
Mrs. Margaret Pankey celebrated
her birthday Thursday. Her two
sisters, Mrs. Ammie Seay, of near

THE PHILOSOPHER—
(Continued from page Two)
bluffs.
On that bright spring day, ages
ago, the canoe of Chief Paducah
(as we now spell it) seemed to
glide by as he returned to the present site of Memphis after signing
away what we now know as the
Jackson Purchase. But that real
Indian, living in a real time, not
too long ago, was no more real
in my wide-awake dream that hundreds of his predecessors who had
glided down that mighty current or
fought it as they made their way
upstream. And the ferry that was
taking people across the Mississippi, in plain view, was no more
real than the vanished ones that
had transported thousands of emigrants and the Cherokees on this
portion of the Trail of Tears.
When I stood by the modest tomb
at the grave of Kit Carson some
years ago, I could see, with eyes
wide open, the westward throngs
that he symbolized. I could almost
hear the shouts of the drivers of the
ox team and the grind of sand on

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

Water Valley, and Mrs. Laura
Usery, of Martin, and the following
nieces held celebrate the occasion:
Mrs. Alma Arnett and Mrs. Ruby
Moody and husband, also two of
Mrs. Usery's daughters. We wish
Mrs. Pankey many more birthdays.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Starks, of the
Old Bethel community, were Saturday night guests of Mr. and Mrs.
T. C. House and Mrs. Ruth Weems.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Givens of
Water Valley, and Mrs. Cassie
Taylor of Pilot Oak, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Puckett -of Lone Oak, and
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Goodgion of
Murray were Wednesday afternoon
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland of Lynn Grove.
Our sympathy goes out to the
family of Clifton Williams of Water
Valley, who was buried Sunday
afternoon in Mount Pleasant Cemetery.

A messTsfe of importance to
all people at The Rebellious Age.
There comes a time in your life when
it seems absolutely right to rebel
against old ideas. Against all the things
that seem to be stacked up against
your generation.
Unfortunately, religious faith is one
of the things that may get discarded
right about now.
But should it be?
Your Faith echoes the very feelings
you probably have right now. About

The N. F. 0. (National Farmers'
Organization) collecting point at
Greenfield, Tenn., announced receipts of the last three Thursday
sales from 700 to 900 hogs each
week, with very good grades and
prices."
Last week the first trailer load of
cattle was moved through the point.
the wheels. What was a place like
the Ranches of Taos to the people
of the world until Kit Carson lived
and died there?
A mere house, no matter how
fine, no matter how expensive, is
just a house until someone lives in
it and makes it something else. Or
a poet sees it and makes it a shrine
ever after. Or some great event
takes place in or near it, and it is
ever after a hallowed spot.
No wonder places where some
great events have taken place are
regarded as haunted. No matter
how many times I have roamed
over the old farm where Abraham
Lincoln was born and lived his first
years or over the one in Indiana
where he grew to maturity, I never
have ceased to find the places possessed of something that no monument or poem or song can exactly
tell. I can see quite well why milHans of people have sought out,
often spending their last money, the
spots associated with sacred places.
I am sure that many a pilgrim
to the Holy Land, especially those
who have been used to lush vegetation and rich soil, have at first had
a sort of disappointment at not
finding things more nearly ideal.
But the genuine pilgrim, who sees
through mere things, brings away
a feeling that hallows the plainest,
even ugliest spots because those
spots were a part of sacred lives.
If you wonder why millions of
people listen to the same folk song
through the years and pay good
money for copies of it and journey
long distances to see interpreters of
it, think again of the way some
life, real or imaginary, for that
matter, adds something to the landscape that a mere seeker after
facts has never and will never find.

injustice. Inhumanity. Poverty. Cruelty.
Prejudice. Hate.
That's why your Faith is the verything
you should be working with.
It can strengthen you. It can make
things happen. In yourself, and in all
the world around. But only if you let it.
And only if you put it to work.
President John F. Kennedy said:
"God's work must truly be our own.V
What do you say?,
4,411510;4P
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MARCH 6, 7 & 8, 1969
!ECKMAN CO. GYM, CLINTON, KY.
1. Hickm-en Co.
Thur. March 6

'MEM

7:30 PM.

Semi-finals

2. Fulton Co.
Sat. March 8
3. Fulton City

Th

FINALS
7:30 PM.

Fri. March 7
7:30 PM.
Semi-finals

4. Carlisle Co.

Even numbers will be home teams
Odd numbers will be visiting teams.

"World Day of Prayer" Service
Will Be Observed Here March 7
KENTUCKY FARM BUREAU'S 50 years of service to
agricul'ure were recognized when Governor Louie B.
Nunn, right, signed a proclamation designating the week
beginning February 24 as "Farm Bureau Appreciatien
Week" in Kentucky. Receiving the proclamation from
Governor Nunn is Louis Ison, president of Kentucky Farm
Bureau. At left is Farm Bureau Executive Secretary John
W. Koon, and second from left is Willard Carroll, the organization's field services director.

March 7, World Day of Prayer
this year, sponsored by Church
Women United, will mark the time
when millions of women, including
those in the Fulton area, will further close the gaps-national, racial,
economic and religious-that divide
us.

The local service will be at 10:30
a. m. in the Cumberland Presbyterian church. All women are invited and urged to attend.
Offerings collected on that day
are used for many significant projects. A special national program
this year will concern our own
crisis in the nation and the racial
prejudice that perpetuates unequal
distribution of wealth and power.
Also, migrant farm workers are
aided, as are Indian-Americans in

HOSPITAL NEWS

off-reservation colleges; rural pastors and lay leaders needing continual education; children in Vacation Church Schools, and other
groups of people.
Women in 130 counties, territories
and protectorates will join in a
common plea to overcome prejudices and responsibly utilize their
increasing knowledge and power for
the sake OF, rather than AGAINST,
one another.
Offerings are also used to help
educate women in 13 Christian colleges in Africa, Asia and Latin
America; welcome 40,000 students
coming from abroad each year to
study in the United States; support
more than 30 Christian magazines
and books. for new literates in
eighteen countries.
In many communities World Day
of Prayer has marked the turning
point toward an ecumenical concern. Today in numerous communities Catholic women are joining in
this global celebration. In many
areas this has marked the first
time people of Protestant, Orthodox
and Roman Catholic faiths worshiped together.

The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
February 28:
-HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Harry Pittman, Guthrie Luther,
Mrs. James Thomas Beard, Willicher Whitsey, Fulton; Richard
Lewis, Mrs. James Webb and baby,
ROBERT W. POSEY (right), Director of Eastern
Mrs. Joe Thomas Harris, South
Kentucky's School of Law Enforcement, discusses
Fulton; Mrs. Howard Norton, Mrs.
the merits of a new textbook being considered for use
Glenn Ray Moss, Route 4, Fulton;
in the School's curriculum with Robert Clark Stone,
Mrs. Thomas Bruce, Dukedom;
Mrs. Norman Blaylock, Route 2,
Director of the Kentucky Law Enforcement Council.
Dukedom; John Cain, Harold
Beard, Water Valley: Mrs. Albert
The Symphonic Band of The UniMayhall, Route 1, Water Valley;
versity of Tennessee at Martin will
Mrs. Carl Bradshaw, Kevin Brad- present works by many of the
shaw, Route 3, Hickman; Mrs. R.
world's greatest composers at the
H. Sullivan, Route 4, Clinton; Mrs.
annual winter concert to be held
Home in Clinton, with Rev. Tommy Clinton Bright, Arlington; Avonda
Monday, March 3, at 8:15, in the
Grubbs and Rev. Herman Vaughn Hastings, Route 3, Martin; Mrs.
UTM Old Gymnasium by Jack Subofficiating. Burial was in Oakwood Marjorie Sons, Crutchfield.
Funeral services for yiss Leola
tette, a senior music major from
Cemetery.
Jackson. The concert will be withdwin Patrick will be held this
HOSPITAL
FULTON
Mr.
King,
43.
was
the
son
of the
Thursday) afternoon at three
out charge to the public.
B. B. Alexander, John Smith,
late
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Barkley
King
of
i'clock in Hornbeak Funeral Home
Hobbs, Mrs. Lily
Mrs.
Mozelle
CHOIR CONCERT
Hickman
County
and
was
a
veteran
'Impel, with Brother Glendon WalkKhourie, Miss Mary Milner, CleveThe North Texas State University
T. pastor of the Central Church of of World War II.
Surviving,are,his wife; one dau- land Bard, R. G. Perry, Roy Pick- A Cappella Choir will be presented
'hrist. officiating. Burial will be in
gh!er, Manet Mae King; two bro- ering, Mrs. Velora Stallins, Mrs. in concert at 8 p. m., March 7, at
'3oaz Chapel Cemetery.
Sue Duke, Mrs. Arna Purcell, Nel- The University of Tennessee at
Miss Patrick, 91, a retired seam - thers, James Leonard King V Jack- son Shelby, W. D. Merryman, Mrs.
Martin ballroom.
tress, died early Wednesday morn- son, Tenn., and Thomas King of Birdie Brady, Mrs. Jewell Adams,
The 43-voice choir, which has
Febru'ary 26, in the home of a Warren, Mich.; five sisters, Mrs. Fulton; Wesley Elliott, Larry
toured extensively in the United
iiece, Mrs. E. C. Underwood of Lily Spencer of Clinton, Mrs. Ode Chaney, Mrs. Linda Pruitt, Mrs.
States and Europe, will be sponsorMemphis, following an illness of Carnet] of Bemis, Tenn., Mrs. Lottie Leroy Adams, Harold Newton,
ed at the University by the Music
Cox of East Prairie, Mo., Mrs.
ibout six weeks.
Alta
WilliamSouth
Fulton;
Mrs.
Department as a UTM Concert
She was born in Hickman County, Betty Cannell of West Point, Ky., son, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. Sandra
Series program.
he daughter of the late Leroy and and Mrs. Hazel Snow of Warren, Arnold and baby, Mrs. Zelma
SCIENCE FAIR
'tilois Manley Patrick. She was a Mich.
Meade, Route 2, Fulton; Gaylon
The 11th anual West Tennessee
nember of the Central Church of
Varden, Mrs. Jessie Simpson, John Regional Science Fair will be held
'2hrist in Fulton.
H. Parker, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. March 20-21 at The University of
She is survived by another niece,
Irene Yates, Water Valley; Dana Tennessee at Martin, Lloyd King,
.Mrs. Calvin Space of Lansing,
Mrs. John Simon died in the home Harmon, Route 1, Water Valley,
Mich.; two nephews, W. D. Patrick of her daughter, Mrs. Cletus Walk- J. W. McKenzie, Route 2, Water director of the fair and UTM asso•f South Fulton and Bob Patrick of er, last Saturday night, following a Valley; Ruben Pruett, Wayne ciate professor of chemistry has
announced.
-,ansing, Mich.; one great nephew lengthy illness.
Browner, Mrs. Willie Mabry, Mrs.
Ind two great nieces, all of MemFuneral services were held Mon- Vick Roper, Route 4, Hickman;
)his.
day, January 24, in Jackson Fun- Mrs. Effie Johnson, Route 1, Win. BOB GRAHAMeral Home chapel at Dukedom, go; Mrs. Virginia Dowdey, Route 1
(Continued from Page One)
with Bro. Harry Owen officaiting. Clinton; Mrs. Eunice Wyatt, Route
Business district: Ron Laird,
Burial was in Pinegar Cemetery.
1, Mrs. John McClanahan, Route
Mrs. Simon, 82, was born in 1, Crutchfield; Mr. and Mrs. Wil- chairman; Eddie Holt, Bill Scott,
Funeral services for Clifton Wiliams were held last Sunday, Feb- Graves County, the daughter of the lie Hedge, Route 1, Dukedom; Mrs. Louis Weaks, David Holland, Guy
Upton, Harry
Reams, George
-uary 23. in Jackson Funeral late Dee and Amanda Bowden J. V. Allen, Route 3, Martin.
Brock, Mrs. Nell Graham, H. H.
Tome at Dukedom, with Bro. Buck. She and her husband made
Bugg, Ray Williams, Bill Fossett,
Monzo Williams officiating. Burial their home with their daughter,
Lonnie Roper, Charles Robert BenMrs. Walker, on Route 1, Water
'vas in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
nett, Gaylon Varden, Paul Durbin,
Mr. Williams, 75, died in Lourdes Valley.
John Joe Campbell, Lawson Roper,
In addition to her husband and
lospital at Paducah on Thursday,
Mrs. Mary Nell Wright, Hunter B.
7ebruary 20, following an illness Mrs. Walker, she is survived by one
Whitesell.
other daughter, Mrs. Jimmy Lain
,f ten days.
David
Will,
district
director
for
Neighborhoods: Mrs. J. L. Jones,
A well-known Water Valley resi- of Detroit; three sons, Woodrow Muscular Dystrophy Associations
Mrs. Bill Fossett, co-chairmen,
lent, he was a retired farmer and and J. D. Simon of Route 3, Fulton, of America. Inc., reports a collecEast Fulton; Mrs. James Needham,
I one time operated a grocery and Wayne Simon of Detroit; one tion of $150.03 in Fulton County.
Mrs. Roy Taylor, co-chairmen,
tore, in partnership with Burnie half-brother, Albert Buck of SpringIn regard to this collection Mr. West Fulton; Mrs. Raymond Wilfield, Ohio; one sister, Mrs. Cruse
'ampbell, in Water Valley.
the
liams, Fair Heights; Mrs. Percy
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ethel of Route 1, Dukedom; ten grand- Will said, "I wish to thank all
people who contributed Lee, Kentucky and Burns Avenues.
Villiams; one daughter; Mrs. Dick children and eight great grand- wonderful
so
generously
to
this
worthy
cause.
Solicitations of businesses where
'taster of St. Louis, one brother, children.
May I remind those who have not a number of employees:
Glenn
.
_
Larry Williams of Mayfield: one
given, to please mail their donation Veneklasen, Nancy Newton, Kenister, Mrs. Jess Aldridge of Water
to Muscular Dystrophy Associations neth Crews, Jane Johnson, Mrs.
!alley, and two grandchildren.
of America, in care of Charles Paul Wright, Eva Newton, Bobby
Reams, Pepsi Cola Company, Ful- Bailey, Grady
Varden, Doyce
ton, Kentucky.
Clark, Mrs. Frank Gilbert, Ron
Muscular Dystrophy is a progres- Laird, Charles Flynn, Nelson Tripp,
A representative of the Small sive disease of the muscles, causing Morgan Omar, J. L. Hales, Ima
William (Bubba) King was found
'ead in bed early Monday mornalg, Business Administration will be at a weakening effect. The patient Phelps, Jo Omar, Helen King, Noel
'
, ebruary 24, at his home on Orch- that Agency's part-time office in first develops symptoms of frequent Barnes. Joe Treas.
the City Hall on the Second Floor, falling and rapid inability to perCrutchfield, Mrs. James Boyd:
id Drive in South Fulton.
Funeral services were held yes- Paducah. Kentucky on March 6, form even simple physical feats. Cayce, Mrs. James C. Menees:
Nxlay (Wednesday), February 26, 1969. as announced by R. B. Blank- There is no known cure or treat- Homemakers Clubs, Mrs. M. R.
ment at the present time.
Jeffress.
n Hopkins and Brown Funeral enship, SBA Regional Director.

UTM Announces
Coming Events
During March

Deaths

Miss Leola Patrick

Mrs. John Simon

Clifton Williams

MD Collections Net
$150.03 For County

William Kill

SBA Rep To Be In
Paducah March 6

CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
"Things ae not always as they
look," was demonstrated by Mrs.
V. 0. Simpson when she presented
the Home Furnishing lesson at the
meeting of the Chestnut Glade
Demonstration Club in the home of
Mrs. Jim Burke at the February
meeting. She explained and demonstrated that desired effects may be
obtained by the proper use of lines
in furniture and accessories. She
showed an example of the effect of
a vertical and horizontal line on
identical sheets of paper.
The meeting was opened with the
president reading the thought of the
day, "It is nice to be important,
but it is more important to be nice.
It is easier to be nice for others
than for ourselves."
Mrs. W. C. Morrison led the song,
"There Shall be Showers of Blessings" and Mrs. Johnny Hazelwood
gave the devotional, using the topic
"Seed Catalogs," advising that we
give consideration to the kind of
seed we sow each day and what
kind of harvest to expect. She gave
several appropriate scripture selections for this topic.
Plans were made to observe National Home Economic Week by presenting a radio tape concerning the
work done by the club.
The committee reported that material has been obtained to make
clothing for the clothes bank and
plans were made for this work at
an early date. Mrs. Jim Burke
demonstrated the making of bags
she made at the craft meeting she
attended recently in Dresden. Mrs.
Grace Prince gave an informative
lesson.on "Foods for you and your
family," and showed a film.
Mrs. Ada Rhodes directed the
recreation, with Mrs. Johnny Hazelwood winning the prize. Mrs. Ela
Frields, Mrs. Rob Fowlkes sad
Mrs. Paul Reams received door
prizes.
Refreshments were served to
seven visitors, Mrs. Martha Croft,
Mrs. Ela Frields, Mrs. Everett
Terrell, Mrs. Lydia Rogers, Mrs.
Norman Rogers, Mrs. Rob Fowlkes
and Mrs. Lillie Ray, the 100 percent attendance of members, and to
Mrs. Prince.
The March meeting will be with
Mrs. Ellen Brown on the third
Thursday at 1:00 p. m. Mrs. Ada
Rhodes will be co-hostess. Visitors
are cordially invited.

Buy, Sell, Swap
At Flea Market
The Chief Paduke Collectors
Club will sponsor a Flea Market
Sunday, March 2nd at the Jay Cee
Civic Center, 28th and Park Ave.,
Paducah, Kentucky. The event will
be open to the public and will last
all day. There will be plenty of free
parking. Admission will be by donation with one half to be given to the
Telethon.

STATE EMPLOYEES ATTEND COURTESY
CLINIC-All State employees who meet the public
in their work_ attended a two-hour clinic stressing
courtesy and hospitality. A feature of the clinic was
a skit involving Mr. and Mrs. Tourist and a toll booth
operator. The tourists were Lucy Riley, Revenue Department, and Jordan Howard (center), Education
Department. Toll both operator, John Gregg, graduate assistant, University of Kentucky, displayed courteous habits that will bring tourists back to Kentucky.
The clinic was presented by the Department of Public
Information in conjunction with the Department of
Personnel and Division of Distributive Education.
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TENNESSEE-TOMBIGBEE' WATERWAY
Connecting Mid-Amityca with Southeastern Gull

Spring Classes
Break All Records
Western Kentucky University's
enrollment for the spring semester
is the highest in the 62-year history
of the school.
Figures released today by Registrar Rhea Lazarus show Western's
enrollment for the current semester,
which opened Feb. 4, as 9,888 students. This is an increase of 549
over the 9,339 enrollment at this
same time last year.

. _

DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
.

'UNION C'TY•FULTON HI-WAY

- TWO HITS FRI. - SAT.- SUN.
Feb. 28 - March 1 - 2
MGM Presents
ROY ORBISON
THE FASTEST
GUITAR ALIVE
In Metrocolor
"THE
CINCINNATI
IUD"
In Color
STEVE McQUEEN

ELECT
T. H.(TOMMY)
REAM
Magistrate, 16th Civil District
Obion County
-Special ElectionSATURDAY, MARCH 1st.
Your vote and influence appreciated!

CLASSIFIED ADS
"HELM'S HEALTHIER HEAVY
LAYERS- Forty Years Flock Improvement. Contest Winners - Records 300 Eggs. Pullorum Clean Sexed Chicks. HELM'S CHI '3,
PADUCAH."
COMMONWEALTH Of KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT Of HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received by
the Department of Highways, at
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until 10:00 A. M. Eastern Standard
Time on the 7th day of March, 1969,
at which time bids will be publicly
opened and read for the improveFULTON - HICKMANment of:
GRAVES-MARSHALL COUNTIES,
JPP 36, SP 38-657, SP 53-779, SP 42773, SP 79-483; The Jackson Purchase Parkway. Landscaping of
Median Earth Berms.
Bid proposals for all projects will
be available until 12:00 NOON
EASTERN STANDARD TIME on
the day preceding the bid opening
at the Division of Contract Controls
at a cost of $2 each. Bid proposals
are issued only to prequalified contractors, except on projects upon
which the pre-qualification requirements have been waived. Remittance payable to the State
Treasurer of Kentucky must accompany request for proposals.

Political
Announcement
The Fulton County News is authorized to announce the following
candidates for the respective offices indicated, and urges your consideration of them:
For State Representative
HENRY MADDOX
For Fulton County Judge
JAMES E. (FRIDAY) CAGLE
JOHN CRUCE
GEORGE SOMERFIELD
JAMES C. (Buck) MENEES
For Sheriff of Fulton Courtly
WAYMON C. SMITH
HENRII.CALLISON
_

Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Fulton Area Youths
To Attend Program

Fulton High
School and South Fulton High
School will each be represented
by two delegates at the annual
World Affairs Institute at Cincinnati on March 14-15.
South Fulton delegates are
BM Bard, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Bard, and Johnny McGuire, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elvin McGuire.
Kim Homra, son of Mr. and
Mrs. David Homra, and Jamie
Pawlukiewicz, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Pawlukiewicz, are

the Fulton delegates.
The four boys were selected
following their appearance at
the Rotary Club, where each
spoke briefly. They were recommended by their school, and
chosen by the Rotary Club which
sponsors the trip each year.
The four delegates are all Jun.
tars, and are outstanding students and athletes. Upon their
return from the Institute, they
will speak on their experiences
at a meeting of the Rotary Club.

Hickman Co., Carlisle
In Opposite Brackets

GRAND OPENING
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat., February 27, 28, March 1

BLACKWELL'S
Cancellation Shoe Store
MARTIN, TENN.
Monday thru Saturday

211 N. LMDELL
Open 9:am— 5: pm

F-R-E-E!! Four $25 Gift Certificates to be given
away at 4: pm. Saturday. Register when you visit
our store.(No obligation to buy)

TO HONOR 'FATS.—R. E. Phelan (lefOof Trenton, W. F.'Babe' Howard of Millington (center)
and Union city mayor charies'Red' Adams Sunday afternoon discuss the creation of the Robert

WE NOW HAVE TWO STORES TO SERVE YOU:
Martin Highway,South Fulton - Lindell St.. Martin
The money you Save Is Yours!
,
ONIOWAtaiICE
i
• ' 417 1

CANS
frfr.-.
...
Shop with us before you buy

We Have 30 - 40 Nice Clean Cars
To Choose From

ATKINS MOTOR SALES
200 Kentucky Ave.

472-3876

Come Early! Enjoy a fine dinner
and dance at

THE CELLAR ....
/
Where You Can

N

DINE AND DANCE •)44
From 4 P. M. to 12 Midnight A 1

Twenty-tour nen, all friends
of the late U. S. Rep. Robert A.
'Fats' Everett, gathered at the
Biltmore Sunday afternoon to lay
preliminary plans for a permanent memorial to the longtime
Union City legiblator.
As soon as preliminary planning and the organizational structure have been completed,a campaign will be launched In all 14
counties of the 8th Congressional
District to raise funds for the
project.
The project includes a statue
of Mr. Everett, probably made
of granite and to be erected on
the east side of the courthouse
lawn in Union City.
Also included are nursing
scholarships at the University
of Tennessee at Martin, a school
which Mr. Everett aided many
times when expansions were
needed, and scholarships to Murray State University at Murray,
Ky., the congressman's alma
mater.
Six counties in the 8th District and Fulton County, Ky.,
were represented at the meeting.
Randall Burcham, Union City
attorney who has volunteered his
services to the campaign, announced that a state charter has
been received establishing the
Robert A. 'Fats' Everett Memorial Foundation and that an application has been made to the
Internal Revenue Service for a
tax-exempt status, U this Is approved, donations to the i.a ni pa ign
may be deducted for tax purposes,
Mr. Burcham said.

me imaa NM MN
— FEATURING —

Billy st., drums;
"The Classics" Trio
Herb Whey: SAX;
Friday Night February 28 Jerry felts, organ
(S1.00 Per Person Cover)

A.'Fats' Everett Memorial Foundatioe and plans
to erect a statue of the late congressman and
create scholarships in his memory. (Another
photo on Page Four)

Under arrangements agreed
upon at the Sunday meeting, each
county in the district will name
a campaign chairman and each
chairman will become a inember
of the foundation's board of directors. In addition, each county chairman will appoint assistant
ohairmen for the various towns
and communities in his county.
"Because 'Fats' loved and was
loved by so many people, we want
as many of his friends as possible to have an active role in
this effort to demonstrate t is e
extent of our appreciation for
everything 'Fats' did for the 8th
District and our love for the
man who proved he was a friend
of each and every person he
represented so ably in the halls
of Congress," said Union city
Mayor Charles 'Red' Adams,
president of the foundation.
Other foundation officers include: vice presidents, Dr. M,A.
'Pete' Blanton Jr., Highway
Patrol LL Bill Moore, Patrol
Sgt. Tom Kilpatrick and State
Troopers P. T. English and W.C.
Tate: secretary, D. W.'Smokey'
Stover, and treasurer, Barry
White.
In addition to the various county chairmen, members of the
board of directors will include
the foundation officers and two
other close friends of Mr. Everett, Aaron Prather of South
Fulton and David Welles of
Dresden.
Mayor Adams said another
meeting will be held in the near
future, after the various county
organizations have been established.
In addition to the officers and
directors mentioned above,those
attending the Sunday meeting inBuck Fuqua, C. M.
cluded:

'Randy' Randolph and Itudsorr—
Alexander, all of Milan; W. F.
'Babe' Howard of Millington;
Harry Montgomery, It. E.Phelan
and Bob Holman, all of Trenton;
J. R. Donnell of Trimble; Elbert Btu cham Jr. of Hickman,
Ky.; J. L. Norris of TiptonviIle;
Wendall Avery and Jerrel Reasons of Alamo; Harold Holt of
Dyi.rsburg and Bill King of Union
City.

CLINTON, Ky.—First District Tournament which gets under
cage powers Hickman County way here March 6.
and Carlisle County drew into op- Hickman Count y, secondposite brackets for the District ranked team in the First Region,
will meet Fulton County at 7:30
p.m. March 6. Carlisle County,
currently rated eighth in the region, will face Fulton City at
Fulton City 94
7:30 p.m. March 7.
Wingo 71
The finals will be held SaturFULTON, Ky.—Fulton's Bull- day, March 8, at 7:30 p.m., with
dogs posted their third victory both the winner and loser adin a row by blasting the Wingo
vancing to the Regional TournaIndians 94-71 here Friday night.
ment the following week.
The victory was Fulton's sixth
of the campflign against 12 11 tries.
losses. Wingo has a 4-18 mark
Randell Wilson scored 15 for
for the year.
the losers, James Wilson added
The Bulldogs broke on top and
13, and Ronnie Wiggins and
continued to increase their lead. Bobby Fisher each scored 11
Sam Pirtle scored 27 big points .points for the Indians.
to pace the Bulldogs, followed by
Kim Homra with 23 and James
Pawlukiewicz with 19. All five
Fulton starters registered in the
double figures.
Homra had a perfect night at
the charity stripe, hitting 17 of
17. His eye wasn't quite that
—BE SMART -good from the field, however,
BEAT THE RUSH! Bring your
as he connected only 3 times in
lawnmowers, garden tractors
and tillers in NOW for an early season fix-up! Two full time
mechanics on duty now; a corn•
plete line of replacement parts
for ALL makes.
—JUST ARRIVED! —
The new MURRAY oiling mow
er. 7 hp. 1385 motor, 3 forw.iid
speeds and reverse. Made by the
"Murray" bicycle people.

$1,000 Reward Is
Posted In Death
Of Fulton Coed
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
The City of Louisville offered, a
$1,000 reward Friday for information leading to a conviction
in the apparent rape and murder of 20-year-old Laura Hefley,
a University of Louisville coed
from Fulton.
Miss Hefley's body was found
Feb. 3 behind a building on the
campus here, and authorities
said she apparently had been
raped and strangled.
Louisville police have interviewed numerous people in connection with their investigation,
but few leads have been revealed.
Mayor Kenneth Schmied Friday authorized Safety Director
Kenneth Newman to offer the
reward for information leading
to the arrest and conviction of
the person or persons responsible for the death.

—SANDWICH. PLATE or POUND
CUSTOM MADE*
BROASTED
PIZZA
CHICKEN
CHILI
ERS
HAMBURG
BIG
•
* A Phone Call will have your order ready-479-9082
•

•

WICH
RAY'S
SAND
.....
....SHOP
....
....
....

VrigglegiggiaGg
Tuesday Thru Saturday ONLY!
New items marked down every day.

I

LOCATED AT

,

PARS TERRACE

'

Martin Highway

Motel

South Fulton

Gift Shop

Restaurant

,

1111AMALIML.

...
..,
.....

Sauce. retied
With Hem* Made Smoked Barbecue
Potatoes
Fried
French,
Salad. Bakod or

YOi FIND 'EM—
IT'S YOUR HIDDEN
TRE
This could be your lucky day!

...

CATFISH DINNER
WRY FRIDAY NIGHT
Baked Potatoes or French Fries
Slaw — Hush Puppies
$175

Turns Work into Play!
Buick's hard-working Opel Station Wagon takes on all
assignments. It can be your family car one moment.
a rugged cargo carrying vehicle the next. Either
way, Opel offers an interior that high, wide and
beautifully appointed. You'll marvel at the subtle blend
of beauty, power and versatility in this sleek model.
Come in and look over our previously owned Opels.
All carry our famous Double Check insignia,
the Sign of Confidenci

Prices — HUNT
1_4
(i

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick,Inc.
Fulton, Ky.' 472-2466
8 Opels Now In Inventory

"Your Opel Dealer"

FOR THEM!

• Every Saturday

Served5tolVp. m.
CHAR-BROILED KANSAS CITY STEAK'
Onion Rings - Tossed Green Salad
Baked Potatoes or Francis Fries, bells and Butter.
ATR
oamoomony

Fulton, Ky.
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20000 FR

KREY 16-18

lb. 55c
liEHAMSE
lb. 59c
BUTT HALF HAM
SHANK HALF HAM lb. 49c
Center Sliced HAM lb. 89c
KREY BACON 12-oz. 49c
Krey FRANKS 12-oz. 45c TO BE GIVEN AWAY -NO PURCHASES REM
BOLOGNA all meatlb.49c VISIT OUR STORE - YOU COULD BE T HE L
Corned Beef Round lb. 99c MARCH 15th, 5000 MARCH 22nd,5000 MARI
- I 111
HAM 3lb. $2.99

61 13i

eelfoot Smoked

S
: PICNIC
Whole

EAYCHES 21/2 Size 3 for $1.00
BREEZcE DETERGENT each $1.24
39c
box
BLACK
KING SIZE 25OFF

McCORMICK

4PiTTERN

a

CLEARFIELD - - -2 LB. BOX

CHEESE

°
BOX 89

WONDER - - - TWIN - PAK.

POTATO
CHIPS

[[THE BEAUTIFUL CH NA 0
DISPLAY AT OUR STORE
DINNER PLATE THIS WEEK
WITH $3.00 PURCHASE

OLD JUDGE - - - 6-oz. INSTANT

COFFEE

JAR 590

LIQUID
DETERGENT all

FIRM GREEN HEADS

BBAGEB50

bunch
GREEN ONIONS
GRAPEFRUIT 5 lb. bag

SEQUIN - - - QT. SIZE

290

39(

10c
59c

This Ad Good
Not just for the week-e

SUPER MARKET

Farm fresh produce-0

